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Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Untersuchung der Dynamik in komplexen Sys-
temen. Eine zentrale Rolle spielen dabei Random Walks, mit deren Hilfe
die anomale Relaxation in solchen Systemen simuliert wird. Die Kom-
plexitat der in dieser Arbeit untersuchten Systeme spiegelt sich in hohem
Mae in deren Zustandsraumstruktur wider.
Nach einer Einfuhrung verschiedener komplexer Systeme wird kurz auf
Algorithmen eingegangen, die bei der Erfassung der zum Teil sehr groen
Zustandsraume eine wichtige Rolle spielen. Ein sogenannter Branch-and-
Bound Algorithmus wird fur die Untersuchung des niedrigenergetischen
Anteils komplexer Zustandsraume eingesetzt.
Die Simulation der Dynamik wird durch RandomWalk Prozesse simuliert
und im Wahrscheinlichkeitsbild durch eine Mastergleichung beschrieben.
Auf verschiedene Formen der Mastergleichung und deren Losung wird
detailliert eingegangen.
Wichtige Anwendungen sind Simulationen von Random Walks auf Frak-
talen bzw. auf hierarchischen Baumstrukturen. Solche Simulationen
lassen den Vergleich mit experimentellen Befunden zu, wie z.B. der
anomalen Diusion bzw. den Nichtgleichgewichtsphanomenen in Spin-
glasern. Anhand einer solchen Modellbildung konnen experimentelle
Ergebnisse reproduziert und besser verstanden werden. Ein weiterer
wichtiger Beitrag zum Verstandnis solcher Prozesse wird durch einen
neu entwickelten Algorithmus zur Vergroberung des Zustandsraumes ge-
leistet.
Schlagworter
Anomale Diusion, Fraktale, H-Funktionen, Hierarchien, Komplexe Sys-
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5Abstract
This thesis deals with the dynamics in complex systems. The complexity
of those systems is mainly determined by special features of their state-
space structure. This leads to an anomalous relaxation. Processes of this
kind can be simulated by random walks.
After a short introduction to a number of complex systems, several algo-
rithms for the exploration of state spaces are explained. Since the state
spaces of the systems under consideration are very large, those algorithms
are needed to nd the most important regions of the state space. An im-
portant example is the Branch-and-Bound algorithm which is used for
the exploration of the low-energy part in complex state spaces.
As already mentioned, the dynamics is simulated by random walks.
Those processes can be described by a master equation in the proba-
bility picture. Dierent forms of the master equation and dierent ways
to the solution are discussed in detail.
Important applications of the discussed techniques and algorithms are
simulations of random walks on fractals and on hierarchical struc-
tures. Computations allow a comparison to experimental results, such
as anomalous diusion and nonequilibrium phenomena. With the mod-
elling, the experimental results can be reproduced and better understood.
An additional very important contribution to the understanding of such
processes is given by a newly developed algorithmwhich provides a coarse
graining of state spaces.
Keywords
Anomalous Diusion, Complex Systems, Fractals, H-Functions, Hierar-
chies, Master Equation, Spin Glasses, State Space, Random Walks
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INTRODUCTION 9
Introduction
In statistical mechanics the set of all possible states of a system { the state
space { plays a central role. The knowledge of the state space together
with the energy function in the state space allows the introduction of a
dynamics and thus the calculation of time-dependent physical properties
of macroscopic systems.
The state space of nearly all macroscopic systems is extremely large. This
makes detailed analytic descriptions or exhaustive computer simulations
impossible. However, in many systems each part of the state space can
be accessed on short time scales and the trajectory of the system in the
state space contains a representative sample of the whole state space. In
this case the time-average over a trajectory is identical to the ensemble-
average over the whole state space, the system is ergodic.
There are many instances of ergodic systems where a description with a
small set of variables is possible. A well known example of such a system
is an ideal gas. Two parameters, i.e. the pressure and the temperature
are sucient to describe a state of this system.
There is a completely dierent situation in non-ergodic systems, which
might be trapped in a certain region of the state space on longer time
scales. This behaviour can, e.g., be caused by energy barriers separating
this state-space region from the rest of the state space. In such cases
a more complicated description is needed. Computer simulations per-
forming random walks in the state space are one possible way to treat
problems of this type. The evolution of the system in the state space is
modelled to be driven by a stochastic thermal noise, while kinetic prop-
erties are excluded from consideration. The system pursues a stochastic
trajectory in state space. This is a dierent approach compared to molec-
ular dynamics where the evolution is driven by deterministic interaction
forces and/or external forces.
An interesting choice of systems and models showing the above discussed
behaviour are introduced in the rst chapter of this thesis. Special at-
tention has been laid on spin glasses as recent experimental results with
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spin glasses triggered the investigation of the diusion on hierarchies and
the coarse graining of the state space. However, it should be noted, that
nearly all algorithms, procedures, and methods are based on the exis-
tence of a discrete state space only. Thus, although the procedures are
discussed in the context of a certain model or system, they might be
easily adapted to other systems with a comparable state space and are
applicable in a much broader context.
A detailed explanation of the dynamics in high-dimensional state spaces
is given in chapter 2, where random walks are discussed. Additionally
the Metropolis algorithm is introduced, which is a basis for the modelling
of thermal relaxation in complex energy landscapes.
Another point of view provides the probability picture where all states
and their occupation probabilities are considered. The time evolution
of this probability distribution can then be treated by using a master
equation. This type of description plays the central role in this work
and is described in an extensive manner. Many ways for the solution of
the master equation are demonstrated as well as an example { a random
walk on a two-dimensional grid.
In the third chapter, algorithms are discussed that provide a means to
specify regions of the state space which are of special interest. In the case
of low temperature relaxation or stochastic optimization (minimization)
those regions are the energetically low-lying states. This leads directly
to information about the density of states near the global minimum and
also near local minima.
In the fourth chapter a random walk on a fractal is performed { a model
for anomalous diusion. The time dependence of the second moment
of the probability distribution is governed by a power law with a non-
integer exponent. The resulting probability distribution is compared to
the solution of a proposed anomalous diusion equation.
Another system showing slow diusion is considered in the fth chapter
where random walks on a hierarchical tree structure are performed { a
heuristical model for slow relaxation in spin glasses, which reproduces
eects such as aging, i.e. the phenomenon where macroscopic properties
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of the system depend on the thermal history of the probe. Older models
are improved by the introduction of kinetic factors, which control the
relaxation speed along a connection in the state space. With the new
model, age-reinitialization eects can be reproduced and understood.
In the last chapter, which is labelled \Random Walks on Coarse Grained
State Spaces" the knowledge of the real state-space structure, obtained
from the Branch-and-Bound algorithm, is used to construct a coarser
state-space. The problem is that the computation of the dynamics is
restricted to small system sizes. But the modelling of a system containing
a few thousand microscopic states only, reveals rather special properties
of the narrow region in the state space rather than that of the macroscopic
system. For this reason, the concept of local equilibrium is exploited to
reduce the amount of information to a level needed for an appropriate
description. This leads to a coarse graining of the state space, i.e. more
or less large sets of states are collected to clusters which are assumed
to be in thermal equilibrium. In this way the computational eort is
decreased by some order of magnitudes. Thus much larger systems can
be treated.
This coarser system is the basis for simulations of the slow relaxation.
Not only a proper collection of micro-states to clusters, but also an appro-
priate modelling of the dynamical properties of the system is necessary.
The comparison of the microscopic dynamics with the coarse grained one
reveals the quality of the approximation. We nd, that with reasonable
eort in the modelling, a very good agreement can be obtained.
Besides an exhaustive explanation of how to treat the dynamics of com-
plex systems, which is intended to give the unfamiliar reader a quick
introduction to the eld, this work contains a lot of new results:
 computer simulations of random-walk processes on fractals and the
comparison of the resulting probability density function with ana-
lytical solutions of a proposed anomalous diusion equation,
 the reproduction of the results of age-reinitialization experiments
due to a master equation analysis on hierarchical tree-structures,
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 the exploitation of the branch-and-bound algorithm to determine
low-energy regions in the state space of short-range Ising spin-
glasses,
 the eciency of dierent structural coarse-graining procedures is
tested and the appropriate modelling of the coarse grained dynam-
ics using the concept of local equilibration is discussed.
Almost all new results presented in this work are the results of computer
simulations and algorithms. Thus this thesis is to be classied as a
contribution to computational physics.
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1 Complex Systems and (what is) their
State Space
The state-space description is a very important concept in statistical
mechanics. In particular in complex systems the energy landscape in the
state space is a key feature for their dynamic properties. One important
ingredient of the state space of complex systems is the existence of a
large number of local minima, which are separated by energy barriers of
dierent heights. The relaxation at low temperatures is characterized by
a slow transition over these barriers. Thus the knowledge of the state-
space structure is of great importance for the understanding of slow-
relaxation phenomena.
In the following, we consider some prominent examples of complex sys-
tems and in which way their state space is dened. The chosen examples
are typical for whole classes of problems.
1.1 Spin Glasses
A spin glass is a collection of atoms carrying a magnetic moment
(i.e. a spin). These magnetic atoms are randomly spread in an un-
magnetic host. There is a large number of physical realizations of spin
glasses. Commonly used spin glass materials are metallic compounds
such as Cu(Mn) or Ag(Mn), where the Mn atoms supply the magnetic
impurities, or the substance (Fe
0:15
Ni
0:85
)
75
P
16
B
6
Al
3
, which is also metal-
lic. Other investigations concentrate on insulators, namely the indium-
diluted chromium thiospinel CdCr
1:7
In
0:3
S
4
[1].
The interesting feature in these systems is that the interaction between
two spins is strongly inuenced by the polarization of the surrounding
Fermi sea of the conduction electrons. The sign of this interaction can
change depending on the distance between the two spins. Thus the inter-
action might be ferromagnetic or anti-ferromagnetic. As the positions of
the spins in the un-magnetic host are random, also the sign and strength
of the interactions are random. This leads to the two general ingredients
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which are widely believed to be responsible for the special properties of
spin glasses: randomness and competing interactions [2].
The oscillatory behaviour of the interaction between the spins was rst
studied in the context of nuclear magnetism by Ruderman and Kittel [3]
and applied to the present context by Kasuya [4] and Yosida [5]. For this
reason it is known as the RKKY interaction.
A simple spin-glass model has been introduced by Edwards and An-
derson [6]. The randomness is not represented by the random sites of
the spins and the corresponding RKKY interactions, but the spins are
placed on a regular lattice and the strength of the interactions is the
random variables instead. Those models are called random-bond models
or EA-models. Although this seems to be a rather rough simplication
random-bond models provide a rich variety of features which have been
proven to be an appropriate description for spin glass behaviour.
The energy of a spin conguration x can then be computed with the
Hamiltonian
H(x) =  
X
<i;j>
J
ij
s
i
(x) s
j
(x) ; (1)
where s
i
is the vector spin i and J
ij
is the interaction constant between
spin i and spin j. The sum has to be performed over all pairs of neigh-
bouring spins. There are also long-range versions of the model, where
the sum has to be performed over all pairs of spins. Such models are
called Sherrington-Kirkpatrick models (or SK-models) [7].
There exist dierent choices for the probability distribution of the inter-
action constants J
ij
. Widely used distributions are the Gaussian distri-
bution with the drawback that very large values for an interaction might
appear. Another example is the I-distribution (also called binary or
dichotomic distribution). In this distribution the interactions are either
+I or  I, with I being a constant. In this case the state space is highly
degenerated.
A distribution having none of these drawbacks is a box distribution.
Here the probability of the interactions are uniformly distributed in the
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range between  I and +I. Due to this choice, the rst moment of the
probability distribution of the interaction constants is zero, while the
second moment denes the energy scale of the system.
A further simplication of the Edwards-Anderson model is to consider
two components of the spin vector only (xy-model). A more special
but widely used simplication is the Ising spin. In this model the
z-component of the spin vector is treated only and it can take the val-
ues 1 only. Nevertheless the models still have their basic ingredients:
randomness and competition. Thus many features of spin glasses can be
observed in simple Ising models.
Now that several models for spin glasses are introduced we raise the
question: What is the state space of a spin glass? In this context a state
is a certain conguration of all spins. In the case of a spin glass with n
Ising spins, a conguration is an n-tuple. The state space is an n-dimen-
sional space, with only two possible values in each dimension (1). There
are 2
n
states in such a state space. We see that the size of the state space
increases exponentially with the number of spins. Thus for macroscopic
spin glasses this number becomes astronomically high.
A further very important feature of a state space is the neighbourhood
relation (also called move class), i.e. a rule which denes whether or not a
pair of states is connected or not. The meaning of a connection becomes
clear at the stage where the dynamics of the system is considered. Then
if the system is in a certain state, it can move per time step to one of
its neighbours only. In this picture the state space can also be described
by a graph where one state is one node in this graph and neighbouring
states are connected by one edge.
If energies are assigned to each state, we obtain the energy landscape of
the spin glass, where the energy of each state can be computed using (1).
The energy landscape dened this way has many local minima separated
by energy barriers. As this complex structure is responsible for many
interesting features of the spin-glass dynamics those state spaces will be
the basis of a detailed analysis.
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1.2 The Travelling Salesman Problem
A system with a rather dierent background is the travelling salesman
problem, which is an optimization problem [8{12]. It has also a complex
energy landscape.
A salesman, who wishes to demonstrate and sell his products to a large
number of customers, has to travel to various towns to reach as much
costumers as possible. The end point of the tour should be identical to
the starting point. Of course he wants to choose the shortest tour to save
time and fuel. Unfortunately this problem is highly non-trivial unless the
towns are localized in some ordered manner.
Although the name of the problem as much as the above description refer
to a travelling salesman, there is a whole class of optimization problems
of this kind which appear in a large number in transport and logistic
problems. There might be also some additional constraints. To stay
within the picture of a travelling salesman, those constraints could be,
for instance, that some roads in the mountains are closed during winter.
So it would be a good idea to visit such an area during summer time.
But how is the state space of this non-physical problem dened? A state
is a certain tour connecting all towns. Such a tour can be thought of as
a list in which all towns (or more general: points) are placed in a certain
xed order. Each state has been assigned a value of the cost function,
i.e. the length of the tour in which all towns are visited in the order
according to the respective list.
The second ingredient dening the state space is the neighbourhood con-
dition, i.e. a rule which denes whether or not two states are connected in
the state space. For the Travelling Salesman Problem there seems to be
no natural choice intrinsic to the problem. Two commonly used choices
of the neighbourhood condition are:
 exchange the position of two towns in the list,
 cut a certain range in the list and paste it back in reversed order
(also referred to as lin-2-opt move).
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The minimization of the tour length, which is here the cost function,
can not be performed with common minimization procedures. A special
treatment is needed because of the complexity of the state space of this
problem. A detailed analysis of the state space reveals that there exist
a large number of local minima and barriers in the cost function (tour
length). Thus the problem of nding the shortest tour is very similar to
the problem of nding the ground state(s)
1
of a spin glass.
1.3 Potential Energy Surfaces
Properties of many particle systems with many degrees of freedom are
strongly inuenced by the nature of their potential energy surface. It can
be characterized by its local minima, which correspond to stable cong-
urations, and by transition regions connecting the minima [13]. An anal-
ysis of those structures has been applied to small reactive systems [14],
water [15{17], rare gas clusters [18{20], and proteins [21].
The state space of such systems is given by the position of all particles.
The move class in this problem class is naturally given by the displace-
ment of the particles and the energy function is given by the interactions
between the particles. These interactions might be two body potentials
such as the Lenard{Jones potential or the Coulomb interaction, and also
many-body interactions containing angle-dependent terms.
A local minimum of the potential energy surface corresponds to a sta-
ble conguration where all resulting forces vanish. Each innitesimal
movement of any particle leads to an increase of the potential energy.
Those minimum states and the paths which connect distinct minima are
important for the understanding of the structure, dynamics, and thermo-
dynamics of the system. The number of minima, e.g. in atomic clusters
is thought to grow exponentially with the number of atoms in the cluster
[22, 23]. For this reason such systems are assigned to the class of complex
systems.
1
The state(s) with the lowest energy.
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1.4 Anomalous Diusion
If there is no interaction between dierent particles, the movement of
each single particle can be treated as an independent process. In this
case the real space, i.e. the position of the particle corresponds directly
to the state space. The diusion in the ordinary three dimensional space
can be described analytically by the Fick's law and is not classied to be
complex.
The energy function in such diusion processes is at. However, a com-
plex behaviour is introduced, if obstacles of dierent size are present in
the state space (real space), as e.g. in porous media [24]. In such cases
anomalous diusion can be observed. Similar eects are observed in dif-
fusion processes on fractals [25]. Here the dynamics is not limited by the
diusion over energy barriers, but by the diusion around holes in the
state space. Those eects can lead to non-exponential laws in the time-
development of the probability distribution, a behaviour also observed in
the relaxation in other complex systems.
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2 Dynamics in Complex Systems
In the preceding chapter complex systems with their state spaces are
described. In this chapter, we discuss methods for the simulation of a
dynamics in complex state-spaces in detail. First an important means for
simulations of this kind is introduced { random walks. The random-walk
concept is then used in the Metropolis algorithm to simulate thermody-
namic properties of complex systems with complex energy landscapes. In
the last chapter a detailed description of how random-walk processes can
be treated in the probability picture is given. The time development of
the probability distribution is then governed by a master equation. Dif-
ferent approaches for the solution of the master equation are discussed.
2.1 Random Walks
As an introductory example we here consider a very simple random-walk
process on a two-dimensional lattice as depicted in Fig. 1. The random
walker starts in the node (0; 0). During each time step the walker can
move to one of the neighbouring nodes. The decision to which of the
neighbouring nodes the random walker moves is made by using a random
number. Performing a certain number of those steps, the trajectory
of a random walker could, e.g., look like depicted in Fig. 2. However,
every realization of a random walk will be dierent, according to dierent
random numbers used in the choice of the random walk steps.
An interesting property of random walks of the above described type is
the dependence of the mean square displacement hr
2
(t)i on time t. Here
r(t) is the spatial distance of the random walker to the starting node. To
make reproducible predictions, which are independent of special realiza-
tions of a random walk (the special set of random numbers), the results
have to be averaged over (innitely) many realizations of random walks.
This average is denoted by the angle brackets. To nd this dependence
we consider an n-step random walk. Each of the steps should be made
during one time step of duration t. Thus one can write for the distance
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional lattice
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Figure 2: A possible trajectory (a
realization) of a random walker in
space.
of the random walker to the starting node
r(t) = r(nt) = r
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X
i=1
u
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; (2)
where u
i
is the unit vector of the movement of the random walker during
step i and r is the distance between two neighbours. Thus we obtain
for the mean square displacement
hr
2
(t)i =
*
(r)
2
 
n
X
i=1
u
i
!
2
+
(3)
= (r)
2
*
n
X
i=1
n
X
j=1
u
i
u
j
+
(4)
= (r)
2
n
X
i=1
n
X
j=1
hu
i
u
j
i : (5)
A random walk is a Markov process, i.e. each step is completely uncor-
related with each other step. Thus we can write hu
i
u
j
i = 
ij
. One sum
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vanishes and the remaining sum gives the number of steps n. The mean
square displacement reads
hr
2
(t)i = n(r)
2
(6)
=
(r)
2
t
t : (7)
Here we nd a linear dependence of the mean square displacement on the
time. This result is also obtained from numerical simulations of random
walks on lattices. In the next section, there is demonstrated how random
walks can be used to model thermal relaxation.
2.2 The Metropolis Algorithm
The thermal relaxation of a system can be modelled by a stochastic
process, a random walk in the state space of the considered system.
Each state in the state space has to be assigned a certain energy. The
transition probability from one state to another will depend on these
energies and, of course, whether or not the two states are connected
in the state space. An important ingredient of the dynamics modelling
thermal relaxation is that the probabilities with which the random walker
chooses to go to a certain neighbouring state depends on the energy of
the states. Energetically low-lying states will be preferred compared to
energetically high-lying states.
One condition for choosing the transition probabilities is given by the
equilibrium distribution, towards which the system should evolve. For
thermal relaxation at a xed temperature T this should be the Boltzmann
distribution. One algorithm which guarantees that this equilibrium dis-
tribution will be reached is the so called Metropolis algorithm [26]. The
Metropolis algorithm provides a rule which is used to determine the next
step of the random walk. Thus a simulation using the Metropolis algo-
rithm consists of the following steps:
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1. Choose one of the neighbouring states with equal probability.
2. Choose a random number r which is uniformly distributed between
zero and one.
3. Go to the chosen state, if its energy is lower than that of the current
state. Otherwise go to the new state, if
r < exp

 
E
new state
  E
current state
k
B
T

; (8)
where k
B
is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and E
denotes the energy of the respective state.
4. Continue with 1: to perform the next Metropolis step.
This algorithm provides the basis for the simulation of the relaxation
dynamics in complex systems. As the state space of most systems is
very large and an average over many realizations of random walks is
needed to make reliable predictions, a large amount of random numbers
is needed. For this reason the usage of fast random-number generators
is recommended, which provide a large number of un-correlated random
numbers. Some very powerful and eective yet simple random-number
generators can be found in [27].
2.3 Master Equation
A more general point of view is achieved if one does not look at single
random-walk realizations but considers an (innitely) large number of
random walkers starting from a certain point in state space. Then one
can dene an occupation probability P (i; t) for each state i to be occupied
by a random walker after time t.
In this probability picture we can switch to a description using the occu-
pation probabilities of states and transition rates between dierent states.
Those transition rates are measured in units of probability per time.
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In a discrete state space we can introduce the probability vector P (t).
Each component of this vector is the probability to be in a state i. If
we label all states in the state space by 1, 2, : : : , N , where N is the
total number of states, then the probability vector can be written as
P (t) = (P (1; t); P (2; t); : : : ; P (N; t))
T
. Due to normalization the sum
of all components of the probability vector equals one. It should be
mentioned here that this vector becomes a function in continuous state-
spaces and is there called a probability density function. However, we
will restrict ourselves to the description of discrete state spaces.
To introduce the master-equation description we consider the random-
walk process on a two-dimensional lattice again. For the sake of simplicity
each node in the lattice is denoted by its coordinates (x; y) instead by
a number i. The distance between two neighbouring nodes should be
x in the x-direction and y in the y-direction, respectively. In each
node the transition rate with which the random walker goes to one of
its four neighbours during one time step is equal and is denoted w
0
. All
probability should be concentrated in node (0; 0) initially, i.e. all random
walkers should be initially in node (0; 0). The master equation for this
process has the following form
P (x; y; t+t) = P (x; y; t)  4 w
0
P (x; y; t)
+ w
0
(P (x+x; y; t) + P (x x; y; t)
+ P (x; y +y; t) + P (x; y  y; t)) : (9)
The probability P (x; y; t+t) to be at time t+t in node (x; y) is equal
to the probability to be there at time t minus the outux of probabil-
ity during t plus the inux of probability during the same time. The
outux is four times
2
the transition rate times the occupation probabil-
ity of node (x; y). The inux of probability is the sum of the inuxes
from the four neighbouring nodes, each described by the product of the
corresponding transition rate times the probability of the corresponding
neighbouring node.
2
Because there are four neighbours.
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The development of the probability distribution can be calculated by the
iterative use of the master equation for all nodes.
Equation (9) can be written in a more suggestive way:
P (x; y; t+t)  P (x; y; t)
t
=
k
x
P (x+x; y; t)  2P (x; y; t) + P (x x; y; t)
x
2
+ k
y
P (x; y +y; t)  2P (x; y; t) + P (x; y  y; t)
y
2
; (10)
where
k
x
=
w
0
x
2
t
and k
y
=
w
0
y
2
t
: (11)
In the special case where x = y = r, this equation is the discrete
form of the diusion equation
@
@t
P (r; t) = div D grad P (r; t) (12)
in two dimensions where r is the vector (x; y)
T
. If the diusion coecient
D is a constant, the two dierential operators can be combined to the
Laplacian . Then the solution is well known to be the Gauss function
P (r; t) =
1
4Dt
exp
 
 
r
2
4Dt
!
; (13)
where r
2
= x
2
+y
2
. The probability distribution is spherically symmetric.
For sucient small x ! 0, y ! 0, and t ! 0 the solution of the
master equation is a good approximation for a diusion process with
D = w
0
(x)
2
=t. In Fig. 3 the solution of the diusion equation (lines)
and the probability distribution of a random walk on the discrete two-
dimensional lattice (symbols) are plotted for dierent times, respectively.
We nd a very good agreement.
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Figure 3: Probability dis-
tribution of a random walk
on a two-dimensional lattice
(x = y = 1) for dierent
times (symbols) and the so-
lution of the corresponding
diusion equation (lines).
In this section we discussed the master-equation approach to a simple
random-walk process which is connected to the ordinary diusion process.
However, a random walk on a regular lattice with uniform transition rates
does not belong to the class of random walks in complex system. More
interesting results are obtained from random walks on more complex
structures and/or where the transition rates are dierent on dierent
connections.
However, rst we discuss two dierent forms of the master equation. In
the time-discrete form, which has also been used in the previous example,
the probability distribution at time t+ t is iteratively computed from
the probability distribution at time t. In the continuous time description
the derivative of the probability distribution with respect to the time is
treated.
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2.3.1 Continuous Time Description
In a description with continuous time the change of probability in time
(or with other words the rst derivative of the probability with respect to
time) of a certain state x
1
is the sum of all in-uxes minus all out-uxes.
The probability ux along a connection, say from state x
2
to x
1
, is the
product of the corresponding transition rate ?(x
1
; x
2
) and the occupation
probability of state x
2
. We can write the total change
_
P (x
1
; t) =
X
x
2
6=x
1
?(x
1
; x
2
) P (x
2
; t) 
X
x
2
6=x
1
?(x
2
; x
1
) P (x
1
; t) ;
(14)
which can be conveniently written in vector form
_
P (t) = ? P (t) : (15)
The diagonal elements of the transition matrix are given by
?(x
1
; x
1
) =  
X
x
2
6=x
1
?(x
2
; x
1
) : (16)
The solution of this dierential equation can be easily obtained when
equation (15) is written in the coordinate system which is spanned by the
eigenvectors of the matrix ?. In this coordinate system all o-diagonal
elements of the transition matrix are zero and the diagonal elements are
the eigenvalues of the transition matrix, i.e.
_
e
P (t) =
0
B
@

1

2
.
.
.

n
1
C
A
e
P (t) ; (17)
where the vectors denoted with a tilde are written in the eigenvector sys-
tem. As there are only diagonal nonzero-elements in the transition ma-
trix, we have a simple rst order dierential equation for each component
of the probability vector in the eigensystem. Each of these dierential
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equations can be solved independently from each other. The solution is
a simple exponential function
e
P (i; t) =
e
P (i; 0)exp(
i
t) : (18)
Here
e
P (i; t) and
e
P (i; 0) are the i-th component of the vector in the
eigenvector representation, which corresponds to the probability vector
at time t and to the initial probability vector (t = 0), respectively.
The probability vector in the original system is given by
P (t) =
X
i
e
i
e
P (i; t) ; (19)
where e
i
is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 
i
. The same
equation written in matrix form reads
P (t) = E
T
e
P (t) ; (20)
where E is the transformation matrix with the i-th eigenvector in its i-
th row. The transformation of an arbitrary vector from the eigenvector
system to the original one is trivial as the transformation matrix E is
known.
The reverse transformation is needed to obtain the initial probability
vector in the eigensystem representation
e
P (i; 0). In general, the inverse
transformation matrix E
 1
has to be determined. However the transfor-
mation becomes trivial for a symmetric transition matrix which has an
orthogonal set of eigenvectors which form the basis for the vectors with
a tilde. A symmetric transition matrix implies, that the transition rate
from state x
1
to state x
2
is equal to that from state x
2
to state x
1
.
Here we restrict ourselves to the discussion of symmetric transition ma-
trices. As we will see later a large class of problems can be transformed
to a symmetric problem. In the symmetric case each component of the
initial probability vector in the basis of the eigenvectors can be obtained
by a simple dot product
e
P (i; 0) = (e
i
)
T
 P (0) ; (21)
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as the transformation matrix is orthogonal, i.e. E
T
= E
 1
. Using this
fact we can write (18) as
P (t) =
X
i
exp(
i
t)e
i
 (e
i
)
T
| {z }
P (0) ; (22)
G
where the matrix G is called a propagator. G(x
2
; tjx
1
) describes the
probability that the system is in state x
2
at time t provided that the
system was in state x
1
at time zero.
2.3.2 Discrete Time Description
A master equation can also be written in the form
P (t+ 1) =
b
? P (t) ; (23)
where
b
? is the transition matrix for the description of the system with
nite time steps. Here the system evolves in time steps of length one
(by denition of the time units). During such a time step the proba-
bility uxes are considered to be constant. How the transition matrix
b
? is related to the transition matrix of the time-continuous problem is
discussed later.
The normalization of the probability vector
3
has to be maintained during
time. Thus we obtain
1 =
X
x
1
P (x
1
; t+ 1) =
X
x
2
P (x
2
; t)
X
x
1
b
?(x
1
; x
2
) : (24)
This condition can hold for every (normalized) choice of P (t) only, if
X
x
1
b
?(x
1
; x
2
) = 1 ; (25)
3
The normalization is here simply the sum of the components.
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i.e. if the sum of all elements of a column in the transition matrix equals
one. This condition determines the diagonal elements of the transition
matrix.
The probability vector after n time steps can be obtained by multiplying
the initial vector n times with the transition matrix or one time with the
transition matrix to the n-th power. With such a multiplication the time
evolution of the probability distribution can be obtained.
In many cases the time evolution over many magnitudes of time is needed
(for instance for the simulation of aging experiments in spin glasses).
Thus we are interested in looking at the system on a logarithmic time
scale. In such cases the transition matrix can be multiplied with itself
for several times rst. This way we obtain
b
?
2
,
b
?
4
,
b
?
8
, : : : and thus by
multiplication with the vector P (t = 0) the time evolution for time steps
1, 2, 4, 8 and so forth.
Again there is also the possibility to solve the problem using the eigen-
vectors and eigenvalues of the transition matrix
P (t) =
b
?
t
P (0) : (26)
We assume that the matrix
b
? has the eigenvalues
b

i
and the correspond-
ing eigenvectors
b
e
i
. Multiplying the eigenproblem
b
?
b
e
i
=
b

i
b
e
i
with
b
?
from the left side yields
b
?
2
b
e
i
=
b
?
b

i
b
e
i
=
b

i
b
?
b
e
i
=
b

2
i
b
e
i
: (27)
We see, that the eigenvectors of
b
? are also the eigenvectors of
b
?
n
and the
eigenvalues are
b

n
i
.
If the complete set of eigenvectors is known, we can write the initial
probability vector as a linear combination of the eigenvectors
P (t = 0) =
X
i
c
i
b
e
i
: (28)
Including this into the master equation (26) yields
P (t) =
b
?
t
X
i
c
i
b
e
i
=
X
i
c
i
b

t
i
b
e
i
: (29)
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For symmetric matrices we know that the eigenvectors are orthogonal.
Thus we obtain c
i
by using the usual dot product of P (0) with the i-th
eigenvector. If the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the transition matrix
are known, we can calculate the probability distribution for each time
step immediately.
To demonstrate the relation between the time-continuous description and
the time-discrete description, we write the probability distribution after
one time step using the transition matrix of the continuous description.
We still assume that the probability ux is constant during one step in
time. The length of one time step, denoted by t, is not xed. The two
cases, time-discrete and time-continuous description are the two special
cases with t = 1 and t! 0, respectively.
The constant probability uxes during a time step lead to a constant rst
derivative of the probability. Thus we can write
P (t) = P (0) + t
_
P (0) =

I +t ?

P (0) : (30)
According to (15) the matrix ? of the time continuous problem has to
be used in the second step where the time derivative is replaced. After
n time steps at time t = n t we have
P (t) =

I +t?

n
P (0) (31)
with the solution
P (t) =
X
i
(1 + t
i
)
n
e
i
c
i
(32)
according to (29).
It becomes apparent that (29) is the special case of (32) for t = n which
implies that t = 1. We obtain relations between the transition matrices,
the eigenvalues, and eigenvectors of the time-continuous and the time-
discrete descriptions:
b
? = I + ? (33)
b

i
= 1 + 
i
(34)
b
e
i
= e
i
: (35)
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Figure 4: Probability dis-
tribution according to the
time-discrete master equa-
tion with large transition
rates. The numbers over a
bar correspond to the prob-
ability to be in this state
and the numbers at the
arrows are the probability
uxes per time step.
In the other limit we have t =
t
n
! 0 which is equivalent to n ! 1
for a xed t. Inserting this into (32) yields
P (t) =
X
i
lim
n!1

1 +
t
n

i

n
e
i
c
i
(36)
=
X
i
exp(
i
t)e
i
c
i
; (37)
a solution already obtained, considering the set of dierential equations
in the time-continuous problem.
A time-discrete process with probability uxes, leading to very small
changes in the probabilities per time step, is a good approximation for
the corresponding time-continuous process. Otherwise higher order terms
have to be considered in (30). However, in some context, a time-discrete
description is not meant to be an approximation of a time-continuous
process, but an exact description of a time-discrete process as for in-
stance the random walk in the introductory example. This leads to some
dierent features of the two kinds of description.
As an illustration let us consider a random walk on a chain (Fig. 4). The
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random walker should be initially in state i and should move with 50%
probability per time step to its left and right neighbour, respectively. Af-
ter one time step the probability to be in the initial state is zero and that
of the two neighbours is 50%. In the next step the random walker returns
to the initial state with a probability of 50%, is with zero probability in
the two neighbours of i and with 25% in the next nearest neighbours.
This eect (a kind of oscillation) cannot happen in a time-continuous
description where, for instance during the rst step, the probability of
the initial state i is simultaneously decreased with the out-ux, and in
return the out-ux is decreased with the probability. This leads to a
smooth exponential decay, as already obtained from the solution of the
time-continuous problem (22).
The eigenvalues of this problem are negative (except for one which has the
value zero). As we can see from the structure of (22) all terms with neg-
ative eigenvalues disappear for t ! 1. The eigenvector corresponding
to the zero eigenvalue reects the equilibrium distribution of the system.
If the transition rates in the above example are much smaller, e.g. the
random walker moves with probability 0:5% to each of its neighbours and
does not leave the present state with probability 99%, the discrete-time
description is a good approximation for the continuous-time description.
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3 Exploring the State Space of Complex
Systems
In this section some methods for exploring the state space are discussed.
The state space of macroscopic systems and even of small model systems
is very large. However, in many situations only special regions of the
state space are needed for an appropriate description.
For instance in low temperature relaxation, states with low energies are
much more frequently occupied than states with a high energy. For this
reason their contribution to the thermal average of macroscopic proper-
ties is the most dominating part, while the rest can be neglected. Thus
for many problems, such as the modelling of the dynamics of complex
systems at low temperatures, there is no need to know the whole state
space. For this reason special algorithms are needed with which the states
of interest can be found.
3.1 The Branch-and-Bound Algorithm
The Branch-and-Bound algorithm is a tool with which the ground state in
a discrete state space can be found. Here ground state denotes the global
minimum of an energy or cost function, depending on what problem
is considered. If needed, all states up to a certain cut-o energy can
be found additionally. Thus, for instance, this algorithm provides all
energetically low-lying states of a system up to a certain energy above
the ground state energy. The basic principles of how the Branch-and-
Bound algorithm can be used in the context of Ising spin glasses [28] is
shortly outlined in the following.
As an example we consider a short-range Ising spin-glass with N spins
and the (xed) interaction constants J
ij
between neighbouring spins s
i
and s
j
. The energy of a certain conguration can be obtained from the
Hamiltonian
H =  
X
<i;j>
J
ij
s
i
s
j
; (38)
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guration
tree.
where the sum is performed over all pairs of neighbouring spins.
First we consider only one spin, i.e. s
1
. As it is an Ising spin it can
only take on the values plus or minus one. Thus the state space of this
one-spin system consists of two states. Both states have the energy zero
as there are no interactions involved yet.
Then we consider an additional spin { a two spin system. Now there
exist four congurations, each with a certain energy. Each time a spin is
added, the number of congurations is doubled.
This can be visualized by a so-called conguration tree (see Fig. 5). In
the rst level (counted from the top) there is only one spin and thus
two congurations. Here a plus denotes spin-up and a minus spin-down,
respectively. In the next level spin 2 is added and there are four congu-
rations, as each branch of the tree splits according to the two possibilities
of the orientation of the added spin.
Each node in this tree corresponds to a conguration with a certain
number of spins. The level (counted from the top) in which the node is
located denes the number of spins considered in this conguration. Thus
the nodes in the lowest level of the conguration tree refer to complete
congurations, i.e. those which contain all spins. The aim of the whole
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procedure is to nd that lowest-level node with the lowest energy.
Each node in the conguration tree has a certain energy corresponding to
the interactions between the yet considered spins. In all nodes, except the
lowest-level nodes, there are terms in (38) which have not been summed
up yet. Only those terms for which the spins s
i
and s
j
are present have
been taken into account. However, we know which interactions have not
been considered yet. From this knowledge we can derive a lower bound
for all nodes which are located in the subtree below a certain node. This
lower bound is found by assuming that each of the lacking terms in (38)
will enter the sum with a positive sign. If this lower bound is above a
known local minimum, the whole subtree can be excluded from further
consideration, since all of its complete congurations are worse than the
known local minimum.
If all states below a cut-o energy should be found, then only those
subtrees are excluded from the further consideration, whose lower bound
of the reachable minimum energy is larger than the energy of the known
local minimum plus the cut-o energy. In this case all congurations in
this subtree are not in the region of interest.
Due to the exclusion of whole subtrees from further consideration, the
Branch-and-Bound algorithm is a very eective way to nd the low-
energy region of a discrete state-space. For example the 10
6
lowest energy
states of an 88 Ising-spin glass can be computed in less than 10 minutes
on a simple 200 MHz Pentium CPU.
3.2 The Lid Algorithm
A dierent method to nd low lying states is the so called lid algorithm.
It is an approach to nd all states in a so called pocket in a discrete energy
landscape [29{31]. Such a landscape can be represented by a graph. A
state is a node in this graph and neighbouring states are then connected
by one edge. To dene what is meant by the term \pocket" we introduce
a path as an ordered list of states corresponding to a possible trajectory
in the state space. The energy of a path is dened as the maximum of
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the energies of the states belonging to the path.
In this terminology a pocket in the state space is then dened by two
parameters. One is a starting state, which is choosen to be the local
minimum in this algorithm. The second parameter is a lid energy. Then
a pocket is the set of all states which can be reached from the initial state
along a path with an energy less than the lid energy.
Technically, one starts from a local minimum, which can be found due to
careful simulated annealing (see Sect. 3.4). The lid energy is initially set
to the energy of this local minimum. Then the lid energy is raised which
enlarges the pocket. The states which belong to the larger pocket can be
found by examining all neighbouring states of the initial state. If their
energy is above the new lid energy they do not belong to this pocket.
If this is not the case they do belong to the pocket and all neighbours
of those states have to be examined in the same fashion too. This has
to be repeated until all states in the pocket are found. This is the case
if all neighbours of all states in the pockets are either already found to
be part of the pocket or the neighbours have an energy higher than the
lid energy. By mapping the volume of this pocket, i.e. the number of
states inside the pocket as a function of the lid energy, the local density
of states can be determined.
If the lid energy reaches that of an energy barrier, a new side valley can
be accessed from the starting state, which leads to a sudden increase of
the pocket volume. The lid algorithm can be compared to a process,
where water is poured into the energy landscape and in that picture the
pocket is the resulting lake. If the water level is increased to the height
of an energy barrier a whole side valley is ooded. In this case it might
happen, that a new local minimum is found which has an energy lower
than that of the initial state. Then the algorithm is restarted with the
new minimum state being the starting point. Doing this recursively, this
algorithm is also a means to nd good local minima, i.e. those with very
low energies.
A pocket dened that way does not contain states which are separated
from the starting point by energy barriers higher than the actual lid
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energy. In the low temperature regime, the escape time out of a valley
depends on the height of the energy barrier which has to be crossed. Thus
each value of the lid energy is connected to a time scale of the relaxation,
which starts in the original point { the starting point for the construction
of the pocket. Thus the information drawn from this procedure has great
importance for the understanding of low temperature relaxation and the
local equilibration in state space.
3.3 The Threshold Algorithm
The threshold algorithm is the adaption of the lid algorithm to continuous
energy landscapes [31, 32]. In those landscapes each state has an innite
number of neighbouring states and the number of states in a pocket of a
continuous state space is usually innity. Thus an exhaustive search for
all states is impossible. Instead, a representative set of states is sampled
with a random walk (see Sect. 2) in the pocket. After a sucient high
number of random walk steps, the lid is increased and the sampling is
started anew.
As not all states are sampled, there is an additional diculty. There
might be a situation, where a side valley can only be reached via a narrow
canyon. The entrance of this canyon is only found with a certain (small)
probability.
Another problem is to recognize when a new side valley has been accessed,
i.e. when an energy barrier has been crossed. For this reason after a
certain time quenches are performed. This means that the random walk
goes to states with a lower energy only, until it reaches a local minimum.
This local minimum is then compared with the starting minimum. If it
is dierent a new side valley has been found. The height of the energy
barrier that separates the new-found valley from the valley containing
the starting point is lower than the actual lid energy.
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3.4 Simulated Annealing
The aim of the simulated annealing is to nd the global minimum of an
energy function (or more general cost function) which is a non-trivial
problem in cases where the energy or cost function has many local min-
ima. Optimization methods where the minimization follows the steepest
descent of the cost function or similar methods will end up in a near
local minima depending on where the search has been started. Thus in
complex systems, where the number of local minima might increase ex-
ponentially with the size of the system [30, 33], the probability that the
found local minima is the global one is rather small. The situation is
even worse, as the number of local minima increases exponentially with
energy. Thus the number of high-energy local minima is much larger than
the number of local minima with a low energy. To nd a local minimum
with a high energy is very probable.
Problems of the above described type are not only to nd ground states
of spin glasses [34] but also the design of integrated circuits (partitioning,
routing, and placement) [35{38], the travelling salesman [39, 40], graph
partitioning [41], and parameter estimations [42].
Starting from the experience in material science we know that crystalline
materials reach their ground state conguration (or at least a congu-
ration with a very low energy) only due to a very thorough and slow
annealing. But how can random walks be used to nd a global mini-
mum? The idea of simulated annealing is, as the name already promises,
a simulation of the system dynamics where the temperature is slowly de-
creased [35, 43]. The dynamics of the system is modelled with a Metropo-
lis algorithm, where the temperature is represented by the parameter T .
The simulated annealing algorithm can be shortly characterized by the
following procedure:
1. Choose an initial temperature.
2. Perform m Metropolis steps (this is called a Monte-Carlo sweep).
3. Decrease temperature T according to a given rule.
4. Goto 2 until an exit condition is fullled.
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The thermal equilibrium distribution of the Metropolis algorithm is a
Boltzmann distribution. In the case of zero temperature this means that
all random walks will be, in thermal equilibrium, in the ground state of
the system. Thus the global minimum is found (provided that all regions
of the state space are accessible by the system from each starting point).
Unfortunately the condition of thermal equilibrium is not reached after a
nite time in any case of zero temperature relaxation with barriers in the
energy function. Thus the ground state cannot be found for certain, even
by using sophisticated annealing schedules, i.e. rules how the temperature
is decreased. This fact has been proven in [44]. Nevertheless a lot of work
has been done to nd good annealing schedules with which good local
minima can be obtained after a reasonable computation time [45{55].
A very important aspect for the choice of the annealing schedule is the
density of states. A special importance has an exponential increasing
density of states. This is due to the fact that in this case there is a critical
temperature at which the dynamics of the systems changes between two
regimes. This behaviour is discussed in the following by considering the
equilibrium Boltzmann distribution
P (E) = g(E) exp( E) ; (39)
where g(E) is the density of states and  = 1=k
B
T . If the density of
states has an exponential form
g(E) = b exp(a E) ; (40)
where a and b are some parameters then the corresponding probability
distribution can be written in the form
P (E) = b exp((a  )E) : (41)
In this form the two distinct regimes can be recognized. If  is larger
than a, i.e. at low temperatures, most of the probability is near the
ground state of the system. In the other case, where a is larger than 
the maximum of the probability is in the high energy region of the state
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space. Thus the parameter a denes a critical temperature at which a
transition between the two scenarios takes place.
For stochastic optimization this means, as long as the temperature is
above the critical temperature, the systemmoves freely in the high energy
region. As the number of states increases faster with energy than the
Boltzmann term, the low energy region is rarely occupied.
When the temperature is decreased below the critical one, most proba-
bility is suddenly driven to the low energy region, i.e. it is trapped in one
of the pockets of the energy landscape. To escape from this pocket an
energy barrier has to be crossed.
From the above discussion it can be seen, that the density of states has
not only an important impact to simulated annealing but also to the slow
relaxation in complex systems. The eects of the relaxation around the
critical temperature have a strong inuence on which local minimumwill
be found nally.
3.5 Threshold Accepting
The threshold accepting procedure is an alternative to simulated anneal-
ing. The intention was to nd an algorithm which is more ecient in
terms of computer time, but nevertheless nds a good local minimum in
the state space of a complex system.
The threshold accepting procedure is very similar to simulated annealing
except that condition (8) in the Metropolis algorithm is replaced by the
condition
T > E
new state
  E
current state
: (42)
The advantage of this procedure, compared to simulated annealing, is
that no additional random number r is needed. Furthermore the time-
consuming computation of the exponential function is avoided by the use
of the simpler condition.
The threshold accepting was rst proposed by Dueck [56]. It was tested
and used in dierent problems with complex state spaces in [57, 58].
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The parameter T in threshold accepting and the temperature in simu-
lated annealing have a dierent meaning from the point of view of physics.
The equilibrium distribution resulting from the threshold accepting pro-
cedure is not a Boltzmann distribution [59] and has no direct physical
meaning.
However, from the standpoint of minimization, the parameter T in
threshold accepting and the temperature in simulated annealing play
the same role, namely that of the parameter which has to be decreased
to nd a low energy minimum. The eect of condition (42) is similar to
the condition used in simulated annealing. Initially, when T has large
values, the system can move to higher energies. This behaviour enables
the system to cross energy barriers. This ability will be further and fur-
ther restricted by lowering the parameter T until a good local or, in the
ideal case, the global minimum is found.
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4 Random Walk on Fractals { Anomalous
Diusion
More interesting than random walks on regular lattices as considered in
the introductory example, is the situation where random walks on more
complicated structures { on fractals { are considered. The time devel-
opment of the probability distribution is dierent compared to that of
normal diusion. The aim is to show that anomalous slow relaxation can
also occur in dierent systems, namely in the diusion on fractals. For
the description of those processes, Metzler et al. propose an anomalous
diusion equation [60]. Here we check this anomalous diusion equation
by comparing its solution with a random walk on a Sierpinsky gasket.
Such a check is still lacking in the literature.
4.1 Fractals
The concept of fractals has been introduced by Mandelbrot [61]. Fractals
are geometrical objects which show at least a statistical self similarity.
A very well-known representative is the Sierpinsky gasket (Fig. 6).
A Sierpinsky gasket is constructed by the following procedure. Each
side of a triangle is bisected. Four smaller triangles can be created by
connecting the midpoints of the sides. The middle triangle has to be
removed and the procedure has to be repeated with the three remaining
triangles recurrently. This object shows self-similarity, i.e. if the object
is magnied by the factor two, each of the three building blocks looks
exactly like the original object.
To dene the fractal dimension d
f
of the object, we remember the fact
that the dimension of a geometric object is the exponent which relates
the linear size r of the object to its (generalized) volume or massm / r
d
f
.
For example, the volume of a cube is proportional to the third power of
the length of one side of the cube. Thus it is a 3-dimensional object.
If the length of the sides of the Sierpinsky gasket is doubled, four new
triangles appear. One of them is empty and the other three are exact
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Figure 6: Sierpinsky gas-
ket.
copies of the original one. Thus the mass of the object increases by factor
three. This leads to a fractal dimension of d
f
= log(3)=log(2)  1:58. The
dimension is between one and two which corresponds to the intuition that
the Sierpinsky gasket is \more" than a line but \less" than a plane.
4.2 The Walk Dimension
We see, that in the Sierpinsky gasket there are \holes" with sizes of
any length scale. Thus we expect, that due to this obstacles the time-
development of the mean square displacement of a random walker
4
increases with a lower exponent compared to random walks on two-
dimensional lattices.
In analogy to the fractal dimension, we here introduce the walk dimen-
sion d
w
due to the dependence t / r
d
w
which relates the elapsed time
of the random walk to a length. For a random walk usually the mean
square displacement is given as a function of time. The walk dimension
4
To obtain a nite step size for the random walk, we here use a pre-Sierpinsky gas-
ket which has no internal structure smaller than a certain size k, i.e. the construction
step of the Sierpinsky gasket is only repeated for a nite number of times.
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Figure 7: Double logarith-
mic plot of the mean square
displacement of a random
walk on a Sierpinsky gasket
versus time (circles) and a
power t (solid line).
can be determined by hr
2
i / t
2=d
w
. Thus for random walks on ordinary
non-fractal lattices d
w
equals two, since the mean square displacement
increases proportionally with t.
Fig. 7 shows the result of the numerical iteration of the time-discrete
master equation for a random walk on a Sierpinsky gasket. The logarithm
of the mean square displacement is plotted versus the logarithm of time.
We nd a power law dependence. A power t reveals that the exponent
is 0:8664 which corresponds to a walk dimension d
w
= 2:308.
The exact value of the walk dimension of a Sierpinsky gasket can be
theoretically derived using renormalization group arguments [62]. For
this reason we here consider the building block of the pre-Sierpinsky
gasket (Fig. 8) which is a simple triangle and compare the transition
time through this triangle to the transition time through the object with
double size.
Here T denotes the number of time units needed to leave the triangle
through one of the bottom vertices (marked with \0") starting from
the top vertex. In the larger object T
0
is the rescaled version of T . A
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Figure 8: Renormaliza-
tion group calculation of the
walk dimension of the Sier-
pinsky gasket.
and B are the number of time units to leave the gasket through an \0"
starting from one of the middle side vertices and the middle bottom
vertex, respectively. We can write
T
0
= T +A (43)
as it takes the time T to get from the top vertex to \A" and from there,
by denition, A time units to \0". Similarly we obtain expressions for A
and B:
A =
1
4
((T + T
0
) + (T +A) + (T +B) + T ) (44)
and
B =
1
4
(T + (T +A) + (T +A) + T ) : (45)
This is because from vertex \A" and \B" it is equally likely to go to one
of the four neighbours. This takes the time T in either case. Arrived at
those vertices it takes the respective time T
0
, A, B or 0, because these
times have been dened this way.
Solving this set of equations yields T
0
= 5T , i.e. doubling the linear
size of the object leads to a ve times larger time needed to leave the
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object. Thus using the relation t / r
d
w
leads to 2
d
w
= 5. We obtain the
theoretical value for the walk dimension on a Sierpinsky gasket
d
w
=
log5
log2
 2:322 : (46)
This result is in a very good agreement with the value numerically ob-
tained on the pre-Sierpinsky gasket.
Diusion with non-integer walk-dimensions has been observed also in
experiments, where both larger or smaller values than two have been
found [24, 62{72]. This phenomenon is referred to as anomalous diusion
in the literature.
4.3 The Anomalous Diusion Equation
In [62] the limiting behaviour for the asymptotic probability density of
the random walk is found to be
P (r; t) = A t
 d
f
=d
w
exp

 (r=R)
d
w
=(d
w
 1)

; (47)
where A is a proportionality factor providing the normalization of the
probability distribution and R =
q
hr
2
(t)i. The argumentation in [62] is
based on scaling arguments as well as on computer simulations.
There have been many attempts to nd a diusion equation which is
analogous to (12) and describes the probability density for an anomalous
diusion process [73{76]. Generalizing these attempts Metzler et al. in-
troduce a fractional dierential equation whose solution agrees with the
asymptotic behaviour, with the time development of the mean square
displacement and reduces to the ordinary diusion equation for the ap-
propriate choice of parameters.
Dening d
s
= 2d
f
=d
w
as the fracton dimension of the fractal [77] the
generalized diusion equation has the form [60]
@
2=d
w
@t
2=d
w
P (r; t) =
1
r
d
s
 1
@
@r
 
r
d
s
@
@r
P (r; t)
!
: (48)
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This dierential equation contains a fractional time derivative, i.e. the
order of this derivative is non-integer. Such fractional derivatives are
dened via the convolution integral [78]
@
2=d
w
@t
2=d
w
P (r; t) =
1
?(1   2=d
w
)
@
@t
Z
t
0
P (r;  )
(t   )
2=d
w
d ; (49)
where ? denotes the well-known gamma function.
The solution of the generalized diusion equation (48) can be obtained
via a Laplace transformation and can be conveniently written in form of
an H-function [60, 79]
P (r; t) =
~
A t
 d
f
=d
w
H
2;0
1;2
2
4
r
d
w
2
d
w
t







1 
d
f
d
w
; 1


1 
d
f
d
w
;
d
w
2
 
0;
d
w
2

3
5
;
(50)
with
~
A being a constant xed by the normalization.
H-functions form a very general class of functions and can be computed
(for a large variety of parameters) via a convergent power series expan-
sion [80]. Performing this expansion with the solution of the generalized
diusion equation yields
P (r; t) =
~
A
2
d
w
t
 d
f
=d
w

2
6
4
1
X
j=0
?

d
f
d
w
  1  j

?

1 
d
f
d
w
 
2
d
w

1 
d
f
d
w
+ j

( 1)
j
j!
 
r
d
w
2
d
W
t
!
2
d
w
(1 
d
f
d
w
+j)
+
1
X
j=0
?

1  
d
f
d
w
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
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d
f
d
w
 
2
d
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j
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r
d
w
2
d
W
t
!
2
d
w
j
3
5
: (51)
With this equation the solution of the generalized diusion equation can
be numerically obtained with an arbitrary accuracy. However, it is not
clear whether or not this solution is an appropriate description for an
anomalous diusion process, as only the asymptotic behaviour and the
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exponent of the mean square displacement are involved in the calculation
of the anomalous diusion equation. For this reason we here compare
the theoretical results with the probability distribution of a random walk
process on a pre-Sierpinsky gasket, obtained from the numerical solution
of the master equation.
4.4 Comparison of Probability Densities
Due to the fractional nature of the problem the comparison of the theo-
retical probability distribution with the solution of the master equation
of a random walk process on a fractal is more complicated than in the
case of ordinary diusion on a two-dimensional lattice.
The dependence of the diusion constant D (which is set to one in [60] by
choosing the units of time) on the transition rate w
0
and dx and dt is less
clear compared to the two-dimensional case. The master equation cannot
be identied as a discrete form of the generalized diusion equation.
However, the correct diusion constant can in every case be obtained
by comparing the second moment of the two probability distributions
which yields the correct time units for the simulation of the random
walk process.
Another problem arises from the units of the probabilities. The solution
of the generalized fractal diusion equation P (r; t) is a probability density
function. Thus the expression P (r; t) dV gives the probability to be in
the volume element dV . The probability density function has to be
normalized such that
ZZZ
P (r; t) dV = 1 : (52)
In the present discussion the probability density function has a spherical
symmetry. Thus the probability distribution depends on the radius r
only. The integral (52) can be written in the form
Z
1
0
P (r; t)
@V
@r
dr = 1 ; (53)
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where V (r) is the (generalized) volume of a d
f
-dimensional sphere which
can be written as [81]
V =

d
f
=2
?

1 +
d
f
2

r
d
f
: (54)
The expression for the factor
~
A in (50) given by Metzler et al. [60] is
obviously not correct, a point already criticized by Davison [79]. For this
reason we here derive the correct pre-factor from the normalization (the
0-th moment) of the probability distribution. As the second (or some
other higher order) moment is needed too to obtain the correct time
units, we here calculate the k-th moment:
hr
k
i =
Z
1
0
r
k
P (r; t)
d
f

d
f
=2
?

1 +
d
f
2

r
d
f
 1
dr
=
~
A
d
f

d
f
=2
?

1 +
d
f
2

t
 d
f
=d
w
 (55)
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(56)
of H-functions [80] to get rid of the exponent d
w
of r in the argument of
the H-function we obtain
hr
k
i =
~
A
d
f
d
w

d
f
=2
?

1 +
d
f
2

t
 d
f
=d
w
 (57)
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In this form we can apply the rule (see [80])
Z
1
0
x
s 1
H
m;n
p;q
"
a x





(a
p
; A
p
)
(b
q
; B
q
)
#
dx = (58)
a
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p
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?(a
j
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s)
; (59)
and end up with an equation for the k-th moment of the probability
distribution:
hr
k
i =
~
A
d
f

d
f
=2
d
w
?

1 +
d
f
2

t
k=d
w
2
k+d
f

?

1  
d
f
d
w
+
k+d
f
2

?

k+d
f
2

?

1 +
k
d
w

: (60)
Setting the 0-th moment equal to one, to provide the normalization of
the probability density function, we obtain for the prefactor
~
A =
d
w

 d
f
=2
2
d
f
+1
?

1 
d
f
d
w
+
d
f
2

: (61)
With the correct prefactor, the units of the probability density function
are xed.
On the other hand from the numerical simulations we obtain no proba-
bility density function, but the set of probabilities P
i
(t) to be in node i.
These probabilities are normalized such that
X
i
P
i
(t) = 1 : (62)
The values P
i
are probabilities per node. For a direct comparison with a
probability density, the P
i
have to be multiplied with the mean number
of nodes per unit volume.
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Figure 9: The parameters c
1
and c
2
according to the ansatz n(r) = c
1
r
c
2
for
dierent dx = 2
 k
(k is the number of iteration steps in the construction of the
pre-Sierpinski gasket). The numerical data (dots) compared to the theoretical
values (lines) according to (64).
The mean number of nodes per unit length (in one dimension) is 1=dx,
where dx is the distance between two neighbouring nodes in the pre-
Sierpinsky gasket. As the Sierpinsky gasket is a fractal object with a
fractal dimension d
f
the mean density of states per unit volume is
d =

1
dx

d
f
: (63)
Thus the number of states within a radius r should be
n
Sierp
(r) =

1
dx

d
f

d
f
=2
?

1 +
d
f
2

r
d
f
; (64)
where the mean number of states is multiplied by the volume of the
d
f
-dimensional fractal.
The correctness of (64) for pre-Sierpinsky gaskets with dierent dx can be
checked numerically. For this reason all nodes are counted as a function
of r. The numerical data are tted according to the ansatz n(r) = c
1
r
c
2
.
Then the constants c
1
and c
2
can be compared to the theoretical values
according to (64).
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Figure 10: The solution
of the master equation of
a random walk on a pre-
Sierpinsky gasket (symbols)
compared to the solution
of the generalized diusion
equation (lines) after [60]
for two dierent times.
One side of the whole pre-Sierpinsky gasket has by denition the length
one. If k iteration steps have been performed in the construction of the
pre-Sierpinsky gasket (see Sect. 4.1), each side is divided into 2
k
parts.
Thus the length of each of these parts equals dx = 2
 k
.
In Fig. 9 we nd a very good agreement between the theoretical results
and the numerical data. The errors become smaller for larger k which
correspond to lower values of dx, i.e. more detailed pre-Sierpinsky gas-
kets. Thus the description on the pre-Sierpinsky gaskets seems to be an
appropriate approximation.
Now, that the correct units of probability and time are given, the direct
comparison of the theoretical probability density function with the prob-
ability distribution of a random-walk process on a Sierpinsky gasket is
possible.
For a comparison the probabilities P
i
can be plotted versus the distance r
(symbols in Fig. 10). Each symbol in this plot represents one node in
the Sierpinsky gasket. Provided that the symmetricity of the probability
distribution with respect to r is given, then two dierent nodes with
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the same distance r should have the same probability and all symbols
in the plot should be located along a function P
n
(r; t). We nd that
this assumption holds within a certain accuracy. If the probabilities P
i
are multiplied by the factor d, they can be compared directly to the
theoretical curves normalized according to (53).
In Fig. 10 also the theoretical probability distribution according to the
results of Metzler et al. is plotted (lines). We nd a very good agreement
for large r. This is an expected result as the asymptotic behaviour of the
probability density function for large r has been used in the derivation
of the anomalous diusion equation.
However, there is not a good agreement for small r. This eect can
be observed for all choices of the parameters w
0
, dx, and dt including
very small values of dx. Thus this eect cannot be traced back to the
niteness of the steps in the pre-Sierpinsky gasket. In particular the
large slope for r! 0 of the theoretically obtained result seems to be not
realistic, as this behaviour leads to a kink at r = 0 in the probability
density function, when this function is considered in the whole space.
These results lead to the conclusion that the anomalous diusion equation
should be further improved to provide an appropriate description of the
anomalous diusion in the regime for small values of r.
In this chapter we found slow anomalous diusion which is caused by
the complex structure of the state space. We also found power laws
governing the time development of the probability density. A very similar
dynamic behaviour can be found in the next chapter on random walks
on hierarchies. Although both systems are quite dierent, they have one
property in common: the complexity of the state space.
55
5 Random Walk on Hierarchies { Slow Re-
laxation
In this chapter we consider the thermal relaxation in state spaces with
many local minima in the energy function. In those systems the re-
laxation at low temperatures is characterized by a slow transition over
energy barriers. The time scales of such processes can be very large.
Thus the system can be in a thermal non-equilibrium situation for a long
time, which leads to interesting eects.
Those eects experimentally observed in spin glasses are discussed in the
next section. In particular age-reinitialization eects following small tem-
perature changes are considered. A random-walk dynamics on hierarchi-
cal tree structures has been a very successful model for the reproduction
of experimental results. In this chapter older hierarchical models are im-
proved. It is shown that age-reinitialization eects can be reproduced
and understood with the new model.
5.1 Aging and Age-Reinitialization in Spin Glasses
In the context discussed here \aging" means that physical properties of
the spin glass depend on the time elapsed since its preparation. The
preparation time is the time at which the temperature of the spin glass
was quenched below its glass temperature. The fact that aging occurs
leads to the conclusion, that the spin glass is in thermal non-equilibrium
during the observation time, which can last several days in experiments.
Aging eects has been observed in a large number of spin-glass experi-
ments [82{97].
Many aging experiments are performed using spin glasses, since in spin
glasses there is an observable which can be conveniently measured {
the magnetization. However, aging has also been found in many other
systems such as high-T
C
superconductors [98], polymers [99], and CDW
systems [100].
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Figure 11: Time dependent
magnetizationM(t) and the
corresponding relaxation
rate S(t) = @M=@log tmea-
sured in a ZFC experiment
[89].
A typical spin glass experiment is the so-called ZFC experiment
5
. In this
experimental setup the spin glass is cooled below its glass temperature.
After a waiting time an external magnetic eld is switched on and the
magnetization of the spin glass is recorded as a function of time. If the
measurement is repeated for dierent waiting times, other results are
obtained: the magnetization is dependent on the waiting time.
In Fig. 11 the magnetization and the relaxation rate (the derivative of the
5
ZFC is the abbreviation of Zero Field Cooled.
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Figure 12: Time schedule for
the TRM experiment with positive
temperature cycling [95]. The time
units correspond to minutes in the
experiment.
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Figure 13: Time schedule for
the TRM experiment with nega-
tive temperature cycling [95]. The
time units correspond to minutes
in the experiment.
magnetization with respect to the logarithm of time) are plotted versus
the logarithm of the time after the application of the eld. We see that
the relaxation rate has a maximumat a time which is equal to the waiting
time. This eect can be observed over a wide range of magnitudes of the
waiting time.
An additional feature in the experiments of Vincent et al. [95] is a tempo-
rary temperature change T during the waiting time t
w
(see Fig. 12 and
Fig. 13). Due to the temperature change the eective age of the sample
is altered. The eective age can be determined by a comparison of the
magnetization curves with such obtained from a measurement without
temperature changes during the waiting time.
In dierence to ZFC-experiments, in the experimental setup of Vincent
et al., the sample is quenched below its glass temperature under the
inuence of an external magnetic eld, which is turned o after the wait-
ing time t
w
. Then the decay of the magnetization is measured. Such
experiments are called TRM
6
experiments.
6
Thermoremanent magnetization.
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Figure 14: Tree models for the state space structure of spin glasses.
If the temperature is increased for a short duration during the waiting
time t
w
by a small value
7
T (see Fig. 12), the eect of the waiting time
before this temperature pulse is weakened with increasing T and nally
wiped out totally. The relaxation is reinitialized by the temperature
pulse.
If the temperature is decreased for a certain time (Fig. 13), the contribu-
tion of this time to the eective waiting time of the sample is decreased
with raising T and also wiped out totally for larger T . However,
other experiments where the ac-susceptibility is measured, reveal that
the relaxation is not simply frozen during the period of decreased tem-
perature, but there is still a relaxation going on. The eect of this re-
laxation, i.e. the contribution to the eective age of the sample, vanishes
when the temperature is raised back to the original value.
5.2 Hierarchical Models
The aging eect has been observed over many magnitudes of time,
i.e. there are many relaxation time scales involved in such a processes.
This leads to the assumption that in the state space there are energy
barriers of dierent heights. From this point of view hierarchical tree
7
Note that the temperature of the spin glass is still far below its glass temperature.
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structures (see Fig. 14) seem to be an appropriate choice of a heuristical
state space model [101, 102] If, for instance, the system is in the leftmost
bottom node, it has to climb up to the energy of the top node to reach
the rightmost bottom node, while it has to climb up one level only to
reach the next bottom node. Due to the distribution of the heights of
the energy barriers there is a wide range of relaxation time scales of a
random walk process on such a structure. These time scales lead to a
local equilibration of subtrees of corresponding height.
It has been shown that a master-equation dynamics on heuristical model
state spaces, where the states are organized on hierarchical trees, show
typical features of the dynamics of spin glasses [103{107]. Experimental
results as shown in Fig. 11 can be reproduced using simple symmetric
tree models as displayed in Fig. 14 (left). However, those simple model
state-spaces cannot reproduce age-reinitialization eects as observed in
the temperature-cycling experiments of Vincent et al.
For this reason we here introduce a so-called LS-tree
8
as displayed in
Fig. 14 (right). The most important new feature of the presently dis-
cussed model [108], leading to the reproduction of the above described
results of the temperature cycling during the waiting time, are the ki-
netic factors s
j
with which the transition rates along an edge in the tree
structure have to be multiplied. Thus these kinetic factors control the
relaxation speed along each edge.
If the s
j
are equal for all j 2 fL;Sg their eect is incorporated into
the time scale of the model. The exponents of the slow algebraic re-
laxation are not aected by any arbitrary choice of these parameters,
as numerically demonstrated by Uhlig et al. [109]. Nevertheless, non-
uniform kinetic factors have a decisive eect on the dynamics following
temperature steps, which destroy local equilibrium on short time scales.
To reproduce reinitialization eects, only two dierent kinetic factors
are needed, s
S
and s
L
, each assigned to the corresponding type of edge.
8
The name LS-tree comes from the fact that each node (except the bottom
nodes) has two daughter nodes, connected by an energetically long and short edge,
respectively.
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It is further assumed that s
S
> s
L
, which is instrumental in creating
competing kinetical and thermodynamical relaxation mechanisms.
5.3 Transition Rates
As already discussed in chapter 2.2 the thermal relaxation can be de-
scribed by random walks using the Metropolis algorithm. An anal-
ogous description can be performed in the probability picture. The
time-evolution of the probability distribution is governed by a master-
equation.
The transition rates between neighbouring states have to be chosen such
that the process leads to a Boltzmann-distribution in thermal equilib-
rium [110, 111]
P
eq
(x) = g(x)exp( E(x)=k
B
T )=Z ; (65)
where P
eq
(x) is the equilibrium probability of state x with energy E(x)
and degeneracy g(x), k
B
the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature,
and Z the corresponding partition function. Furthermore in equilibrium
the detailed balance condition has to be satised, i.e. the net probability
ux along a connection is zero
?(x
1
; x
2
)P
eq
(x
2
) = ?(x
2
; x
1
)P
eq
(x
1
) : (66)
These conditions do not uniquely dene the transition rates. Two fre-
quently used choices are [112]
?(x
2
; x
1
) = s g(x
2
)
exp( E=k
B
T )
1 + exp( E=k
B
T )
(67)
and
?(x
2
; x
1
) =
(
s  exp( E=k
B
T ) if E > 0 ;
s otherwise ;
(68)
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where E = E(x
2
)  E(x
1
) and  = g(x
2
)=g(x
1
). Here s is the kinetic
factor which denes the time scale of a connection but does not inuence
the equilibrium properties of the system.
Note that the transition matrix is not symmetrical due to the introduc-
tion of dierent up and down rates. Thus the basis set of eigenvectors
is not orthogonal. The transformation of the initial probability distribu-
tion into the coordinate system spanned by the eigenvectors cannot be
done by a simple dot product as in (21). To nd the components of the
initial probability distribution vector in the eigenvector-system
~
P (i; 0)
a full coordinate transformation has to be performed by inverting the
transformation matrix.
A computational more convenient way is to symmetrize the transition
matrix using the knowledge of the equilibrium distribution [113]. For
this reason we consider the time-continuous master equation (15)
_
P (t) = ? P (t) ; (69)
and introduce the new variable
u(x; t) =
P (x; t)
q
P
eq
(x)
; (70)
where P
eq
(x) is the equilibrium probability of state x. Inserting the new
variable into the master equation yields
_u(x; t) = ?(x; x) u(x; t) +
X
x
0
6=x
?(x; x
0
)
q
P
eq
(x
0
)
q
P
eq
(x)
u(x
0
; t) : (71)
The ratio containing the square roots of the equilibrium probabilities
can be replaced using the detailed balance condition ?(x; x
0
) P
eq
(x
0
) =
?(x
0
; x) P
eq
(x). Thus we obtain
_u(x; t) = ?(x; x) u(x; t) +
X
x
0
6=x
q
?(x; x
0
) ?(x
0
; x) u(x
0
; t) :
(72)
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Figure 15: Two three node systems for the calculation of relaxation times.
This equation can be written in the form of the original master equation
_u(t) = ?

u(t) ; (73)
with
?

(x; x
0
) =
(
q
?(x; x
0
) ?(x
0
; x) , if x 6= x
0
?(x; x) , if x = x
0
: (74)
The transition matrix of this problem is symmetric and the eigenproblem
can be conveniently solved. However, for the subsequent discussion of
the properties of the solution of the master-equation for random walks
on hierarchies we treat the original transition matrix.
5.4 Relaxation Times in Three-Node Systems
To quantify the relaxation times and to obtain information about the typ-
ical properties of the solution of the master equation, we start with cal-
culating the relaxation times over a single energy barrier (Fig. 15 right).
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The two connections should have two separate kinetic factors s
1
and s
2
and energy dierences E
1
and E
2
, respectively. Thus we can write
down the transition rates according to (68)
?(i; 3) = s
i
and ?(3; i) = s
i
e
 E
i
with i 2 f1; 2g :
(75)
Here we consider a continuous time description. Thus the diagonal ele-
ments are chosen such that the column sums are zero. From the solution
of the master equation
P (t) =
X
i
e

i
t
e
i
~
P (i; 0) ; (76)
we nd that the time scales of the relaxation correspond to the negative
9
inverse eigenvalues of the transition matrix. Modelling the transition
rates according to (68) leads to eigenvalues of the 33 transition matrix

1
= 0

2=3
=  (s
1
X
1
+ s
2
X
2
)
q
(s
1
X
1
  s
2
X
2
)
2
+ s
1
s
2
; (77)
where X
i
=
1
2
(exp( E
i
) + 1). The rst eigenvalue corresponds to
thermal equilibrium, which is reached after an innite time (
1
! 1).
The eigenvector belonging to this eigenvalue characterizes the equilibrium
probability distribution.
For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the special case E
1
=
E
2
= E and s
1
= s
2
= s in the further discussion of the relaxation
times. Equation (77) simplies to

1
= 0

2
=  s e
 E
(78)

3
=  s e
 E
  2 s :
9
All eigenvalues are non-positive.
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In the zero temperature limit ( !1) the relaxation time 
2
=  1=
2
diverges to innity while the relaxation time 
3
=  1=
3
converges to
the nite value  2 s. Obviously 
2
is responsible for the transition of
probability over the barrier while 
3
controls the redistribution of prob-
ability between the two bottom nodes and the top node. This can also
be seen from the signs of the elements of the corresponding eigenvectors
e
2
=
1
p
2
0
B
@
1
 1
0
1
C
A
and e
3
=
1
p
6
0
B
@
1
1
 2
1
C
A
: (79)
From the dierent signs of the components of eigenvector e
2
we see that it
redistributes probability from node 1 to node 2 or vice versa (depending
on the sign of
~
P (2; 0)). The top node 3 is not involved into this process
with the large relaxation time. Eigenvector e
3
has dierent signs in the
components of the two bottom nodes compared to that of the top node.
Thus we conclude that the faster process equilibrates the top node with
the two bottom nodes, respectively.
The same calculation with a three-level system without an energy barrier
(Fig. 15 left) results in the three eigenvalues

1
= 0

2
=  s e
 E
+ s
p
e
 E
  s (80)

3
=  s e
 E
  s
p
e
 E
  s :
In the zero-temperature limit ( ! 1) the relaxation times 
2
and 
3
remain nite. Thus we nd that systems without barriers in the energy
landscape equilibrate much faster than those with energy barriers in the
low-temperature limit. This result leads to the assumption that in the
low temperature relaxation, regions without energy barriers can quickly
reach a local equilibriumwhile regions separated by barriers are not equi-
librated with each other on larger time scales. The typical equilibration
times  =  1= over barriers depend on the factor exp(E).
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5.5 Magnetic Properties and Response Function
To reproduce results obtained from experiments with spin glasses, mag-
netic properties have to be introduced into the modelling. Here we as-
sume that we are in the regime of linear response and that the magneti-
zation M(t) of the system can be calculated via the integral
M(t) =
Z
t
 1
H(t
0
) R(t; t
0
) dt
0
; (81)
where H(t
0
) is the (weak) external magnetic eld at time t
0
.
The function R(t; t
0
) is the response of the magnetization at time t to a
eld pulse at time t
0
. In the following we derive an expression for the
response function [113]. With such an expression the integral (81) can
be evaluated according to the experimental setup.
To derive the response function we consider the time evolution of a prob-
ability distribution where a weak external magnetic eld is applied at
time t
0
for a short duration dt. In the derivation of the response func-
tion we use the propagator G(x
1
;  jx
2
), which is the probability to be in
node x
1
at time t +  provided that the system has been in node x
2
at
time t. The propagator reects the evolution of the probability distribu-
tion during time span  . Using the matrix form we can write
P (t+  ) = G( ) P (t) : (82)
Here we consider a eld pulse of suciently short duration dt and treat
linear terms in the dt only
G(dt)  G(0) +
@G(t)
@t





t=0
dt : (83)
The propagator G(0) is identical to the unity matrix I. Inserting
the master equation (which can also be written with the propagators)
_
G = ?
H
G into (83) yields
G(dt) = I + ?
H
dt : (84)
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The matrix ?
H
describes the dynamics of the spin glass under the inu-
ence of an external magnetic eld. We obtain for the probability distri-
bution after the eld pulse
P (t
0
+ dt) = (I + dt ?
H
) P (t
0
) : (85)
For weak magnetic elds the matrix ?
H
might also expanded:
P (t
0
+ dt) =
 
I + dt
 
? + H
@?
H
@H





H=0
!!
P (t
0
) ; (86)
where ? is the transition matrix of the relaxation without an external
eld.
Starting with an initial probability distribution at time t
0
before the
eld pulse, the probability distribution at an arbitrary time after the
eld pulse can be calculated via
P (t) = P
H=0
(t) +G(t  t
0
) dt H
@?
H
@H





H=0
G(t
0
  t
0
) P (t
0
) :
(87)
The magnetization of the whole system can be calculated via the thermal
average over the magnetizations of all nodes in the state-space structure
hMi(t) = M
T
P (t) (88)
where the i-th component of the vector M is the magnetization of node
i in the state space. To obtain the magnetization of a single node a
disorder average has to be performed, i.e. it has to be averaged over
dierent realizations of the spin glass. This average should be denoted
with an over-bar
hMi(t) = hMi
H=0
(t) + dt H M
T
G(t  t
0
) (89)

@?
H
@ H





H=0
G(t
0
  t
0
) P (t
0
) :
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This expression is the contribution to the magnetization of a innitely
short pulse of a weak external magnetic eld. Comparing this result with
(81) we obtain for the response function
R(t; t
0
) = M
T
G(t  t
0
)
@?
H
@H





H=0
G(t
0
  t
0
) P (t
0
) : (90)
In the linear response theory it is assumed that the responses to dierent
eld pulses at dierent times do not inuence each other. Thus the above
equation is a general expression for the response function.
The dynamics under the inuence of an external eld should lead to an
equilibrium distribution in the limit t ! 1 and should be in the case
H ! 0 equivalent to the eld free dynamics. Here we assume the special
form HM(x) and HM(y), respectively, for the dependence of the non-
diagonal transition matrix elements on the external magnetic eld:
?
H
(x; y) =
~
?(x; HM(x); y; HM(y)); x 6= y : (91)
For the evaluation of (90) we need an expression for the derivative of ?
H
with respect to H. We can write for a function of the form (91):
@
@H
?
H
(x; y) =
n
M(x)@
2
~
?(x; HM(x); y; HM(y)) (92)
+M(y)@
4
~
?(x; HM(x); y; HM(y))
o
;
where @
2
and @
4
are the partial derivatives with respect to the second
and fourth argument, respectively. For sake of convenience we introduce
the matrices A and B. The matrix ?
H
can be expanded in H and the
linear form reads
?
H
(x; y) = ?(x; y) + HfM(x)A(x; y) +B(x; y)M(y)g ;
(93)
where
A(x; y) =
(
@
2
~
?(x; M(x)H; y; M(y)H)j
H=0
; x 6= y ;
 
P
x
0
6=x
A(x
0
; x)M(x
0
)=M(x) ; x = y ;
(94)
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B(x; y) =
(
@
4
~
?(x; M(x)H; y; M(y)H)j
H=0
; x 6= y ;
 
P
x
0
6=x
B(x
0
; x) ; x = y :
(95)
The diagonal elements of A and B have been chosen such that the
column-sum of ?
H
equals zero (normalization). The transition ma-
trix (93) has to full the detailed balance condition ?
H
(x; y)P
H
eq
(y) =
?
H
(y; x)P
H
eq
(x). Inserting the linearized forms of ?
H
and P
H
eq
, respec-
tively, and sorting with respect to M(x) and M(y) yields
M(x)fA(x; y)P
eq
(y)  (?(y; x) +B(y; x))P
eq
(x)g =
M(y)fA(y; x)P
eq
(x)  (?(x; y) +B(x; y))P
eq
(y)g :
(96)
As this condition must hold for every magnetization, the terms inside the
braces have to be zero. Thus the matrices A and B are not independent
of each other and they have to be chosen such that
A(x; y)P
eq
(y) = (B(y; x) + ?(y; x))P
eq
(x) : (97)
A convenient choice used here is to set the matrix B equal to zero. Thus
A reads
A(x; y) =
(
?(x; y) x 6= y
 
P
x
0
6=x
?(x
0
; x)M(x
0
)=M(x) x = y
: (98)
With that result the rst derivative of the eld dependent transition
matrix with respect to H can be written as
@
@H
?
H
(x; y) = M(x)A(x; y) : (99)
Inserting this special form into (90) and writing the matrix products as
sums yields
R(t; t
0
) = 
X
x
1
;x
2
;x
3
;x
4
M(x
1
) G(x
1
; t  t
0
jx
2
) M(x
2
) (100)
 A(x
2
; x
3
) G(x
3
; t
0
  t
0
jx
4
) P (x
4
; t
0
) :
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At this stage we introduce the overlap function which is dened by
S(x
1
; x
2
) = M(x
1
) M(x
2
). We nd that only products of the magne-
tizations of single nodes in the state space enter the response function.
Additionally a disorder average has to be performed. In the present mod-
elling the overlap function is assumed to be decreasing with the (ultra-
metric) distance of the nodes x
1
and x
2
in the state space according to the
assumption that the correlations of the magnetization (with respect to
disorder) vanish for distant state space regions. We obtain the response
function
R(t; t
0
) = 
X
x
1
;x
2
;x
3
;x
4
G(x
1
; t  t
0
jx
2
) S(x
1
; x
2
) (101)
A(x
2
; x
3
) G(x
3
; t
0
  t
0
jx
4
) P (x
4
; t
0
) :
Using the knowledge of the diagonal elements of the matrix A and rear-
ranging the terms we end up with the nal form of the response function
R(t; t
0
) = 
X
x
1
;x
2
;x
3
6=x
2
;x
4
S(x
1
; x
2
)
 (G(x
1
; t  t
0
jx
2
) G(x
1
; t  t
0
jx
3
))  (102)
 A(x
2
; x
3
) G(x
3
; t
0
  t
0
jx
4
) P (x
4
; t
0
) :
This form of the response function is numerically accessible and can be
used in connection with (81) to reproduce experimental results.
5.6 The Model Results
With the above described response function, the appropriate modelling
of the experiments is possible. Here we use the dynamics on an LS-tree
structure to reproduce the age-reinitialization eects in the temperature
cycling experiments of Vincent et al [95].
The evaluation of R(t; t
0
) using (102) requires the magnetic overlap func-
tion between dierent nodes of the tree. This overlap is neglected for all
nodes except the bottom nodes, which represent the metastable states.
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Their overlap is assumed to decay proportionately to their ultra-metric
distance. The ultra-metric distance between two bottom nodes is dened
by the number of edges to their nearest common ancestor node.
The model parameters used in the computations are: E
L
=k
B
T = 4,
E
S
=k
B
T = 1, 
L
= 
S
= 3, s
S
= 100, and s
L
= 1 implying that short
edges are much \faster" than the long ones. Furthermore the number
of levels in the tree must be suciently large to insure that the system
provides a sucient large number of time scales and is still far from
equilibrium after the waiting time t
w
.
Due to the discrete level structure of the model the magnetization shows
distinct but unphysical oscillations in time around its mean behaviour
[114{116]. Here we use a moving time average to obtain that mean be-
haviour. While the detailed results are somewhat dependent on the pa-
rameters chosen, the reinitialization eects persists as long as the kinetic
and the thermodynamic behaviour compete: s
S
> s
L
and E
L
> E
S
must be fullled.
In Fig. 16 the decay of the thermoremanent magnetization after the
switch o of the external magnetic eld is plotted. The curves dis-
played by circles correspond to reference experiments without temper-
ature changes and with waiting times of 30 time units and 1000 time
units, respectively. On top of these procedure a very short temperature
variation T is imposed on the system 970 time units after the initial
quench and 30 time units before cutting the eld (see Fig. 12). The
important feature is that increasing T shifts the magnetization decay
data from the curve corresponding to the 1000 time units to that corre-
sponding to the 30 time units. With increasing T the contribution of
the waiting time before the temperature cycle to the eective age of the
system vanishes. This is in a very good agreement to the results of the
experiments of Vincent et al. [95] (see Sect. 5.1 for an explanation). The
re-heating appears to reinitialize the aging process.
Figure 17 shows the results for a negative temperature cycle. After 15
time units the temperature is temporarily decreased for 970 time units
(see Fig. 13). After further 15 time units at the original temperature the
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external magnetic eld is cut o. The eect of the time spent at the lower
temperature diminishes and eventually disappears as T decreases. This
is again the behaviour also found in the experiments of Vincent et al. [95]
(see Sect. 5.1 for an explanation).
5.7 Age-Reinitialization in LS-Trees
The eect which leads to the age-reinitialization can be understood
easily by considering the interplay between fast and slow modes in a
three node system, consisting of one top node and two daughter nodes
(see Fig. 15 right), where the parameters are chosen such as in the above
described heuristical tree-model (s
S
> s
L
and E
L
> E
S
).
As demonstrated above the master equation of the three node system
can be handled analytically, yielding a fast relaxation mode with eigen-
value 
fast
and a slow relaxation mode with eigenvalue 
slow
. On the
short time scale 
f
=  1=
fast
the mother node gets into a local equilib-
rium with its daughter node along the fast edge, while on the time scale

s
=  1=
slow
the two daughter nodes equilibrate with each other.
Following the schedule of the temperature cycling experiments, the sys-
tem is initially in thermal equilibrium at high temperature prior to the
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rapid quench starting the aging. The eect of the initial quench is to split
the probability in the mother node roughly in the ratio s
L
: s
S
between
the L- and the S-node. Most of the probability, which has been initially
in the mother node ows along the fast connection into the S-node. This
situation, achieved after time 
f
, is very dierent from thermal equilib-
rium. This is subsequently approached on a time scale 
s
, where most
of the probability has own from the S-node over the barrier into the
L-node.
We now perform a positive temperature cycle. After raising the tem-
perature, the probability ows back to the mother node. The situa-
tion is then very close to the one preceding the quench. Lowering the
temperature down again replicates the behaviour following the initial
quench: rst (time 
f
) the probability is redistributed to the daughter
nodes in the ratio s
L
: s
S
and later (time 
s
) the proper equilibrium ra-
tio is achieved. The positive temperature cycle has partly reinitialized
the system in the sense that at time 
f
after both the initial quench and
the second quench, the probability distribution is much skewed in favour
of the shallow minimum as compared to an equilibrium situation. The
system \looks younger".
Let us now consider a negative temperature cycle, which decreases the
temperature. The short time reaction is to redistribute most of the prob-
ability residing in the mother node down into the daughter nodes in the
ratio s
L
: s
S
. Then the excess probability is transported from the S-node
into the L-node according to the equilibrium requirements. Heating the
system up again to the original temperature then quickly reestablishes the
situation prior to the negative temperature cycle. Probability is trans-
ported back to the mother node on short time scales from both daughter
nodes. The eect of redistributing probability between the two daughter
nodes, i.e. the eect of the relaxation at the lower temperature is wiped
out by the re-heating.
The above description is now easily extended to a many level tree. Many
levels are indeed needed to obtain aging behaviour over a wide range
of waiting times, as they provide the hierarchy of barriers and relax-
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ation times mentioned above. An initial quench creates a strong non-
equilibrium situation mainly determined by the relaxation speeds, there-
after the slow relaxation takes over. At any given time subtrees of a
certain size will have achieved local equilibration. A temperature cycle
always destroys this internal equilibration as it induces a fast redistribu-
tion of probability. In positive temperature cycles probability is pumped
up to energetically higher nodes which leads to a partial reset when the
temperature is lowered. By way of contrast negative temperature cycles
push probability down the fast edges, a process which is readily reversed
when the temperature is raised again.
In conclusion it has been shown that, within a hierarchical model, a novel
yet simple kinetic mechanism reproduces the reinitialization eects ob-
served in spin glasses. The key ingredient is the competition between
thermal equilibration and kinetics which is triggered by abrupt temper-
ature changes. For tree models the magnitude of the eect will depend
on the strength of the competition. However, some degree of reinitial-
ization will be present unless the kinetics leads to the same probability
split between subtrees as required by thermal equilibration. This situa-
tion cannot generally be achieved in a range of temperatures, since the
kinetic coecients do not depend on the temperature, while the equilib-
rium distribution does.
The results obtained in this chapter are based on a heuristical state
space model. The existence of energy barriers and dierent kinetic fac-
tors leads to the reproduction of aging and reinitialization eects. An
interesting question now is whether or not the properties, plugged into
the model, can be found also in more realistic state spaces, derived from
spin-glass Hamiltonians. Answering this question is non-trivial since the
state spaces are very large and high dimensional. A rst step towards
that direction will be a coarse graining of the state space, presented in
the next chapter.
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6 Random Walks on Coarse-Grained State
Spaces
The goal of this chapter is to investigate the random walk dynamics on
real state spaces, such as those discussed in chapter 1. Unfortunately, the
exact enumeration of the whole state space of complex systems is in most
cases impossible as the eort increases exponentially with the system size.
The huge amount of information constrains computer simulations of the
relaxation dynamics to very small systems.
However, the properties of a macroscopic system should not depend on
all the microscopic details of the state-space structure. The success of
heuristical state-space models leads to the assumption that a coarse-
grained description of a \real" state space is possible without neglecting
the features of interest.
Such a coarse-grained energy landscape could then be used for visualizing
the structure of the state space and would be a more sophisticated basis
for simulations of the dynamics in large systems. Moreover the coarse
graining procedure itself will give more insight into the microscopic dy-
namical mechanisms in complex energy landscapes.
6.1 Quasi equilibria
In the discussion of typical relaxation times in the previous chapter it
became apparent that in systems with energy barriers a wide range of
relaxation times can exist. In particular the height of energy barriers
plays an important role for the long time relaxation at low temperatures,
a regime where non-equilibrium properties are observed.
On relatively short time scales a local equilibration of states which are
not separated by energy barriers takes place. The long time behaviour
is then characterized by the transition over energy barriers. The time
scale we look at determines the height of the energy barriers which are
responsible for the system properties on this time scale.
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If one is interested in the long-time behaviour only, all structures except
the energy barriers can be neglected. This provides a drastic reduction of
information which is needed to handle a suciently large part of the state
space. The main problem is to nd regions which are in local equilibrium
and to coarse grain them.
The scenario of the sequential local equilibration of larger and larger
parts of the state space has been demonstrated in [29] for Gauss spin
glasses and in [31] for the Travelling Salesman problem using a so called
equilibration tree. It is obtained from the solution of the dynamics of
the system.
Each branch of this equilibration tree represents a subspace which is in
internal equilibrium. A subspace is considered to be in local equilibrium,
if the ratio of the occupation probabilities of all states in this subspace
is, to a certain accuracy, equal to the corresponding ratio in global equi-
librium. Every time two subspaces reach internal equilibrium, the two
corresponding branches of the equilibration tree merge. When global
equilibrium is reached only one branch remains.
These equilibration trees reveal inherent hierarchical features of the state
space of complex systems. However, they are obtained from the dynamics
of the microscopic systems. In the following we pursue a dierent way of
analysis. In order to avoid the solution of those large master equations
the idea is to nd state space regions with local equilibrium from the
structural information of the state space. Those regions can then be
coarse grained and the master equation has to be solved for much smaller
reduced system only.
6.2 Structural Coarse-Graining
The aim of the structural coarse-graining is to collect sets of microscopic
states into larger clusters. Provided that the assumption of local equili-
bration of the states inside a cluster holds, then the inner structure of the
clusters can be neglected in the coarse grained picture. In the following,
dierent coarse-graining procedures are discussed.
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6.2.1 Coarse Graining without Internal Energy-Barriers
To full the condition of local or internal equilibrium inside a cluster
at low temperatures, a cluster must not contain energy barriers, since
such barriers lead to diverging relaxation times in the zero temperature
limit. Thus an algorithm is needed which collects microscopic states
not separated by energy barriers to clusters. With the additional aim,
that such an algorithm should result in clusters with maximal size we
arrived at the algorithm displayed in Fig. 18 [117]. To demonstrate and
discuss the dierent features of the procedure, we consider a small model
example as displayed in Fig. 19.
As already mentioned the aim of the whole procedure is to collect micro-
scopic states to clusters which do not contain internal energy barriers.
The micro-states in our example are numbered according to their energy.
Thus point 1 of the algorithm is already completed.
According to point 2 we start with node 1 and create a new cluster
(which is referred to as cluster 1) and a new valley (which is referred to
as valley 1). The reason why the concept of valleys is introduced here
and what properties dene a valley becomes apparent later. Up to now
we consider a valley as an abstract object which can contain clusters.
According to point 3 in the procedure we consider the next state which
is numbered with 2. Then we test whether or not this state is connected
to states considered yet and we nd that it is not connected to state 1.
Thus rule 4.1 applies and we create cluster 2 and valley 2.
The next state (number 3) is connected to state 1 only and thus to only
one valley (number 1). So we have to choose rule 4.3 and more specically
rule 4.3.1 as the considered state is connected to cluster 1 only. Thus
state 3 is added to cluster 1, which now contains two states.
State 4 is connected to states from two valleys, i.e. this state is a barrier
state. If a random walker wants to go from valley 1 to valley 2, or vice
versa, it has to \climb" at least to the energy of the barrier state. There
might be some connections at a higher energy, but those connections are
less important for the low temperature dynamics.
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1. Sort all states according to ascending energy
2. Start with one of the lowest-energy states
{ create a cluster to which this state belongs
{ the reference energy of the cluster is the energy of this state
{ create a new valley to which the cluster and the state belong
3. Consider one of the states with equal energy, or if not present, the state
with next higher energy
4. If the new state is
4.1 not neighboured to states considered yet )
{ create a new cluster to which the new state belongs
{ the reference energy of the cluster is the energy of the new
state
{ create a new valley to which the new cluster and the new state
belong
4.2 neighboured to states which belong to dierent valleys (such states
are called here barrier states) )
{ link the connected valleys to one new large valley
{ create a new cluster to which the new state belongs
{ the new cluster belongs to the new large valley
4.3 neighboured to states which belong to one valley and
4.3.1 one cluster ) the state is added to this cluster
4.3.2 dierent clusters ) the state is added to the cluster with the
highest reference energy
5. go to step 3 until all states have been considered
Figure 18: Coarse graining algorithm.
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According to the philosophy, that all energy barriers should be kept in
the system, the new cluster 3 is created. The two connected valleys are
joined together and are considered as one valley in the further procedure,
denoted by valley 3. Valleys 1 and 2 are no longer existent.
Here we see, why the concept of valleys has been introduced. The fact
that state space regions are represented by dierent valleys makes sure
that there are still no connections between the state space regions. If
in the further procedure a state appears that is connected to dierent
valleys (state 4 in our example), it is recognized to be a barrier state.
In the further procedure, the two valleys are treated as one valley, since
they are now connected.
Then state 6 is connected to two clusters (just like state 4). But now
these clusters belong to one valley which implies that there are some lower
energy connections between the clusters and the considered state is not
a barrier state. Thus instead of rule 4.2 rule 4.3.2 applies. The state is
simply added to the cluster with the higher reference energy which is in
our example cluster 3.
With state 5 the new cluster 4 and the new valley 4 are created. State 7
is a barrier state again which connects valley 3 with valley 4. State 8
is simply added to cluster 2 as this is its sole connection to states yet
considered.
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An interesting new feature comes with state 9. It has connections to
two dierent clusters of one valley and is according to rule 4.3.2 added
to cluster 4. Now we see that there is a micro-connection between clus-
ter 2 and cluster 4, which are (or should be) separated by the barrier,
represented here by state 7.
This result seems to be a contradiction to the basic aim of the coarse-
graining procedure, namely to keep all energy barriers in the system.
However, in Sect. 6.3 where the dynamics of the systems is treated we will
see that due to a careful modelling the kinetic factor of this connection
becomes very small. Thus the probability ux via this connection is less
than that via the barrier state.
The ctive state space discussed here has been designed to demonstrate
all possible features of the coarse-graining procedure. The procedure
does not depend on the underlying complex system and can be applied
to each discrete state space.
As a realization of a complex system we now consider a short-range 88
Ising spin glass with periodic boundary conditions. The interaction con-
stants are uniformly distributed with a zero mean value. The standard
deviation is normalized to unity which xes the energy units. One-spin
ips are used as the neighbourhood condition.
For this spin glass model the total number of states (> 10
19
) exceeds
the computational possibilities by far. Thus we concentrate on the most
interesting part of the state space which is in the case of low temperature
relaxation comprised of all energetically low-lying states up to a certain
cut-o energy. These states can be obtained by a Branch-and-Bound
algorithm (Sect. 3.1).
To demonstrate the eciency of the coarse grained procedure, the total
number of microscopic states and the number of the clusters are plotted
versus E   E
0
in Fig. 20. Here E is the energy of the microscopic state
or the reference energy of the cluster, respectively. E
0
is the energy of
the global minimum of the system.
In the considered energy range the number of clusters increases slower
than that of the microscopic states. The mean number of micro-states
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Figure 20: Number of mi-
croscopic states with an en-
ergy below E   E
0
(dashed
line) and number of clusters
resulting from the coarse-
graining procedure with ref-
erence energies below E  
E
0
(solid line). The dotted
curve displays the ratio of
the number of micro-states
to the number of coarse-
grained clusters.
lumped into one cluster increases exponentially, as we can see from the
dotted curve. Thus the coarse-graining algorithm becomes more and
more ecient for larger energies.
Fig. 21 shows the dependence of the cluster size (the number of lumped
micro-states) on the reference energy of the cluster. The cluster size
decreases with increasing reference energy. All clusters with a reference
energy less than two energy units contain more than 100 micro-states.
However, if we look at Fig. 20 we nd, that the total number of micro-
states below two energy units is less than 100. This leads to the con-
clusion, that those clusters must contain a large number of microscopic
states with energies higher than two energy units also. Thus the clusters
are \long" on the energy axis.
To prove that statement we look at Fig. 22, where the energy dierence
between the highest energy and the lowest energy micro-state inside a
cluster is plotted. This energy dierence is for most clusters equal to the
dierence between cut-o energy and reference energy. Thus the upper
bound of all clusters is near the cut-o energy.
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6.2.2 Coarse Graining with Energy Barriers
In the preceding section a coarse-graining algorithm has been discussed,
where the resulting clusters do not contain energy barriers. Thus in the
coarse-grained system all energy barriers are still under consideration.
The reason for this strategy was that in the zero temperature limit all
energy barriers lead to innite relaxation times. Thus a cluster with
internal energy barriers would never reach local equilibrium. This is a
necessary condition for an appropriate modelling of the dynamics.
However, in most cases the dynamics is modelled at a certain temper-
ature. In this case the highest and the lowest energy barrier dene the
largest and the lowest relaxation time, respectively (see Chapter 5). On
the other hand, there are other fast time scales which are responsible for
the local equilibration inside the clusters. For a certain (non-zero) tem-
perature there might be an overlap between these relaxation times and
relaxation times which correspond to the transition over shallow energy
barriers.
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The relaxation, at times before the local equilibration is reached, is be-
yond the scope of the model. Thus energy barriers up to a certain height
can be neglected, if the relaxation time scale of these barriers is smaller
than the time scale of the local equilibration. In such a procedure the
condition that a cluster contains no energy barriers is weakened. A clus-
ter might contain energy barriers which are not higher than a certain
value E.
This procedure raises the eciency of the coarse graining as clusters
which have been originally separated by a low-energy barrier melt to-
gether and the coarse-grained system becomes smaller. For that reason
one might sometimes wish to neglect even higher barriers than that pro-
posed in the above reasoning. Pursuing this way the maximum height
of neglected energy barriers denes a lower bound for the time scales at
which the approximation is valid. The time window for the approxima-
tion becomes narrower.
Fig. 23 shows the number of microscopic states (dashed line) and the
number of clusters resulting from the coarse-graining procedure (solid
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Figure 24: Coarse graining
with energy bands. Sets of
states which have no con-
nections inside an energy
band are assigned to dier-
ent clusters.
lines), where energy barriers up to a height E have been neglected.
The number of clusters is reduced by about 50% at E   E
0
= 8 in the
case of E = 2 compared to a coarse graining with no internal energy
barriers.
For very large values of E (which have been chosen here for demonstra-
tion purposes only) there are initially notably less clusters. For higher
energies this eect vanishes as in this region there start a lot of new val-
leys. These are state space regions which are separated from each other
by energy barriers higher than the cut-o energy. Those regions do not
melt together even for E equal to the cut-o energy.
6.2.3 Coarse Graining According to Energy Bands
A completely dierent approach to coarse graining has been proposed
in [101]. The basic idea of that procedure is to cut the state space on
the energy axis. Then the state space is separated into a disjunct set of
energy intervals or energy bands. The width of these bands E should
be equal for all bands.
State space regions which are connected inside an energy band are
lumped into a cluster (see Fig. 24). State space regions which have no
connection or which have only connections via states from other energy
bands are lumped to dierent clusters.
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graining procedure with en-
ergy bands. Here the sys-
tem was cut into 8, 4, and 2
energy bands, respectively.
This procedure has the advantage that the energetic height of the result-
ing clusters cannot be larger than E. Additionally, with the parameter
E the degree of the coarsening can be easily controlled. However, the
reproduction of energy barriers in this procedure is not very precise. De-
pending on the absolute energy, large barriers with an energy a little less
than E might be neglected while very small barriers which are cut into
dierent energy bands remain in the system. They are further considered
to be of the magnitude of E. Thus to obtain a good approximation
of the microscopic state space, E should be small compared to the
considered energy range.
In Fig. 25 the number of microscopic states (dashed line) and the number
of clusters (solid lines) with energies below E E
0
are plotted. The energy
range between the ground state and cut-o energy has been cut into 8
(E = 1:0625), 4 (E = 2:125), and 2 (E = 4:25) energy bands,
respectively.
For small values of E the procedure is not very eective. The size
of the state space is reduced by a factor two only. For large E the
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number of clusters is dominated by the number of dierent valleys in the
system, a result already obtained by the coarse-graining procedure with
large energy barriers inside a cluster. However, a state space consisting
of many disconnected parts is not a good basis for a simulation of the
dynamics.
6.3 The Dynamics of the Coarse-Grained System
In the previous section dierent methods for the structural coarse grain-
ing are discussed. Now we consider the dynamical aspect of coarse grain-
ing. The dynamics in the microscopic system is modelled with a master
equation where the transition rates are chosen according to the Metropo-
lis algorithm. The goal of this section is to appropriately dene the tran-
sition rates of the coarse-grained system, i.e. the transition rates between
clusters. If these transition rates are once dened, the internal structure
of the clusters will be neglected in the subsequent discussion.
The transition rates in the coarse grained system have to be determined
from the properties of the microscopic states forming the clusters. Here
we start with the exact calculation of the transition rate between two
clusters starting from the microscopic picture. The probability ux
^
J
mn
from the states belonging to cluster C
n
to the states belonging to cluster
C
m
is given by
^
J
mn
=
^
?
mn
^
P
n
=
X
i2C
m
;j2C
n
?
ij
p
j
; (103)
where
^
P
n
is the total probability to be in cluster C
n
, i.e. the sum of the
probabilities of all states in cluster C
n
^
P
n
=
X
j2C
n
p
j
: (104)
^
?
mn
is the transition rate from cluster C
n
to cluster C
m
. Note that all
variables denoted with a hat describe the coarse-grained system while
the others describe the microscopic system.
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It was one of the basic ideas of the coarse graining, that the internal
relaxation inside all clusters is fast compared to the relaxation between
dierent clusters. Thus for the time scale of interest all clusters are
assumed to be in internal equilibrium and thus
p
j
=
exp( E
j
)
P
k2C
n
exp( E
k
)
^
P
n
8 j 2 C
n
: (105)
Inserting this result into (103) yields
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 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According to the Metropolis algorithm the microscopic transition rates
have the form ?
ij
= s exp( max(E
i
  E
j
; 0)), where s is a constant
dening the unit of time and is therefore called kinetic factor. Thus the
coarse-grained transition rate is
^
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mn
=
P
j2C
n
;i2C
m
s t
ij
e
  max(E
j
;E
i
)
P
j2C
n
e
 E
j
; (107)
where t
ij
equals one, if i and j are neighbouring states and is zero oth-
erwise.
With this equation the transition rates of the coarse-grained system can
be calculated in the algorithm for the structural coarse graining once and
then be used for the dynamics. Note, that transition rates calculated
using (107) are valid only for the xed temperature which was used in
the computation.
The aim of the whole coarse-graining procedure was to neglect all mi-
croscopic information in the dynamics and to use only the reduced in-
formation of the coarse-grained system. This, of course, can only be an
approximation for the microscopic process. There are many degrees of
freedom in which way the information is condensed. In the following
three dierent strategies are discussed.
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6.3.1 Mean Energy Procedure
We rst discuss a rather simple modelling. The aim is that the transition
rates in the coarse-grained system should be of the same structure as the
ones in the microscopic system. An energy
^
E
n
is assigned to each cluster.
This energy is simply chosen to be the mean energy of all microscopic
states belonging to the cluster. The degeneracy n^
n
of a cluster is the
number of micro-states in the cluster. The eective kinetic factor of a
connection in the coarse-grained picture is the one of the microscopic
system s times the total number of microscopic connections between the
clusters
^
T
mn
. This simple choice is straightforward and suitably simple
for the evaluation of huge systems.
Following this idea the transition rates have a form similar to the micro-
scopic ones (except the degeneracies which are one for the microscopic
system) and also to the transition rates used for the dynamics of heuristic
state spaces
^
?
mn
=
s
^
T
mn
exp( max(
^
E
m
 
^
E
n
; 0))
n^
n
: (108)
A comparison with the exact evaluation of the sum in (107) reveals that
(108) can also be obtained by the assumption that all microscopic states
in cluster C
n
have the same energy
^
E
n
. This is a good approximation
in the high temperature limit where all micro states inside the cluster
are occupied with equal probability. In this case the thermal average
of the energy corresponds to the mean energy. In the more interesting
case of low temperatures a more sophisticated modelling seems to be
appropriate.
6.3.2 Isothermal Dynamics Procedure
This procedure uses the same set of parameters describing the dynamics
as the mean energy procedure. However, here the parameters are cho-
sen such that the resulting transition rates are equal to that calculated
for the microscopic system (107) for a certain xed temperature. Thus
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the parameters should be appropriate for describing the dynamics at ex-
actly the temperature they are made for. This fact leads to the name
isothermal dynamics procedure.
To identify the parameters we rst consider the thermal equilibrium for
the xed temperature T / 1=. The probability in a cluster is equal to
the sum of probabilities of all contained micro-states
^
P
eq;n
=
X
j2C
n
p
eq;j
(109)
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where the sums in the denominators are performed over all clusters and
all micro-states in the system, respectively. It is simple algebra to demon-
strate that this equation holds if
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: (111)
The degeneracy n^
n
of the cluster is again simply the number of micro-
states collected in the cluster. Setting equal the two equations for the
transition rates (107) and (108)
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yields the eective kinetic factor
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This approximation is made to match the dynamics of the system at a
certain temperature. The parameters of the clusters have to be computed
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during the coarse-graining procedure where the large microscopic systems
are handled. During the simulation of the dynamics only the information
of the coarse-grained system is involved. Using this approximation with
parameters for a certain temperature at dierent temperatures can lead
to erroneous results, as demonstrated in Sect. 6.4 (see Fig. 28).
6.3.3 Two-Level Cluster Procedure
The previous procedures of the coarse-grained dynamics have been good
approximations for high temperatures or for a certain xed temperature
which has to be chosen during the coarse-graining process. When the
information is once reduced, only calculations valid for this xed tem-
perature can be performed. If the dynamics should be suciently exact
over a wide range of temperatures, the above approximations are not
satisfying. Again a more sophisticated modelling is needed.
The main reason why the isothermal dynamics procedure fails at other
temperatures is that the parameters describing the cluster and the con-
nections reect the internal equilibrium in the clusters for only one tem-
perature. A better approximation can be achieved if a cluster is modelled
by a two-level system. Each level has a separate energy and degeneracy.
For such a system an internal temperature is dened by the ratio of the
equilibrium occupation probabilities of the two levels. Thus this sys-
tem has enough degrees of freedom to (roughly) reproduce an internal
equilibrium distribution at dierent temperatures.
The same arguments apply to the connections. In this model two clusters
are connected by two coarse-grained connections (Fig. 26). An eective
energy and an eective kinetic factor are assigned to each of these con-
nections. Note that the energy of a connection is not necessarily the
energy of one of the levels in the clusters.
The parameters belonging to each connection will be chosen in the fol-
lowing using a similar reasoning as in the mean energy procedure. The
philosophy behind the choice is that the coarse-grained dynamics should
match the microscopic one in the two limiting cases T ! 0 and T !1.
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Figure 26: In a two-level cluster the coarse-grained cluster has an internal
structure which consists of two energy levels. The probability transfer between
two of these clusters takes place on two connections. Note that the energy of
the start and end-points of the connections are not the energy of the levels in
the cluster but additional parameters.
In the case of very low temperatures and internal equilibrium, all proba-
bility inside a cluster is situated in the lowest energy state(s). Because of
this we choose to assign the state(s) with the lowest energy inside a clus-
ter to the lower level, while the rest of the states is assigned to the higher
level. The numbers of micro-states in the lower and higher level are de-
noted by n^
L
and n^
H
, respectively. The higher and the lower level have
the energy
^
E
H
1
and
^
E
L
1
, respectively. They are the mean energies of the
enclosed micro-states. Thus for low temperatures most of the probability
is in the lower level, which corresponds to the lowest energy microscopic
state(s). For high temperatures both levels are involved equally strong
and the mean energy of the cluster becomes eective, exactly as in the
microscopic picture.
Each microscopic connection between two micro-states is assigned an
energy. This energy is, by denition, the energy of the energetically
higher endpoint (micro-state). Each microscopic connection is assigned
to one of the two coarse-grained connections. The assignment of micro-
connections to the higher and lower coarse-grained connection is due to
the same reasoning as above. The connection(s) with the lowest energy
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are assigned to the lower coarse-grained connection, while the rest of the
connections is assigned to the higher connection. The kinetic factors of
the lower and higher coarse-grained connections are denoted by T
L
21
and
T
H
21
, respectively. The coarse-grained connections are assigned the mean
energies of the enclosed connections which are labelled by
^
E
H
21
and
^
E
L
21
,
respectively.
In this case (107) simplies to
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Here the higher number of free parameters has been chosen in the same
fashion as it has been done for the mean energy procedure. But also a
similar modelling as in the isothermal dynamics procedure is possible.
Due to the higher number of free parameters further conditions can be
introduced, e.g. that the coarse-grained transition rates match the mi-
croscopic ones at two temperatures or that the rst derivatives of the
transition rate with respect to temperature are equal.
6.4 Comparison of Microscopic and Coarse-Grained
Dynamics
In this section the quality of the dierent dynamical coarse-graining pro-
cedures is checked by comparing the coarse-grained dynamics with the
microscopic one. First we look at the eigenvalues of the transition matri-
ces, as they provide the typical relaxation times. In the further analysis
we look at the probability distribution and macroscopic properties which
are the result of the thermal average over the whole probability distribu-
tion of the system.
All results presented in this section are obtained from the low-energy
region of state-spaces of dierent realizations of an 8 8 Ising-spin class
with a uniform distribution of interactions.
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6.4.1 The Eigenvalues
First we compare the eigenvalues of the microscopic and coarse-grained
transition matrices. In Fig. 27 the inverse of the largest (nite) relaxation
time for the coarse-grained and the microscopic system is plotted. The
relaxation times are the negative and inverse eigenvalues of the transition
matrix, as the eigenvalues appear as a factor t in the solution of the time-
discrete master equation (22). Thus they dene a time scale  =  1=.
The negative sign comes from the fact, that the eigenvalues are negative.
The eigenvalue with the value zero refers to an innite relaxation time,
i.e. thermal equilibrium.
The solid line in Fig. 27 corresponds to the largest (nite) relaxation time
of the microscopic system. The circles correspond to the coarse-grained
system where the transition matrix has been modelled using the mean
energy procedure. As expected, it is a good approximation for high tem-
peratures (low ), but gives a too fast relaxation for low temperatures.
This behaviour is due to the fact that at low temperatures most of the
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probability is situated in the low energy part of the cluster and only the
connection between the low lying states contributes to the probability
ux. In the procedure all connections are considered with a uniform
weight. Thus the strength of the connection is overestimated and the
relaxation is too fast.
The isothermal procedure (squares) has been performed for  = 5. We
nd a very good agreement of the relaxation time for the coarse-grained
system with that of the microscopic system at this value of . At other
values of  the relaxation time is not exact.
Due to the splitting into a high and low energy part of the clusters and
connections in the two level procedure (triangles), we nd a quite satis-
fying agreement of the largest relaxation time over the whole considered
temperature range.
While in Fig. 27 the temperature dependence of only the largest relax-
ation time has been analyzed, we now consider the whole set of relax-
ation times for two xed temperatures corresponding to  = 1 and  = 5.
Fig. 28 shows the (smoothed) density of relaxation times for the three dif-
ferent procedures, respectively. The solid curve represents the relaxation
times of the microscopic system.
All plots have one feature in common. There are many more short relax-
ation times in the microscopic system than in the coarse-grained system.
Those relaxation times correspond to the fast (internal) equilibration and
are neglected in the coarse-grained systems as the aim was to obtain an
appropriate description of the long time relaxation. Thus the density
of the large relaxation times should match the microscopic ones for all
times larger than a certain minimum time scale 
min
. Below this time
the model is not intended to be valid as the local equilibration inside the
clusters is not nished.
We rst look at the mean energy procedure (Fig. 28 top). In the case of
high temperatures ( = 1) we nd a good agreement of the relaxation
time density for times larger than 100 time units. For lower temperatures
( = 5) the large relaxation times which are found in the microscopic
system are lacking in the coarse grained system, i.e. the relaxation is too
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Figure 28: Smoothed relaxation time densities versus the logarithm of the
relaxation time for  = 1 and  = 5 for the microscopic system and the three
dierent dynamical coarse-graining procedures, respectively.
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fast. This observation has already been made considering Fig. 27.
In the middle row of Fig. 28 the results of the isothermal dynamics pro-
cedure are plotted. The transition rates are calculated for a xed tem-
perature T = 0:2, i.e.  = 5. At this temperature the transition rates
are exact, provided that the clusters are in local equilibrium. The com-
parison of the large relaxation times at this temperature ( = 5) reveals
a very good agreement. If we look at higher temperatures ( = 1) the
agreement is rather poor. The transition rates provide not an appropri-
ate modelling at a wrong temperature. However, in many experimental
setups, the temperature is kept constant. In this case the isothermal
dynamics procedure seems to be appropriate for the modelling of slow
relaxation experiments.
The two level procedure (Fig. 28 bottom) gives a very good approxi-
mation for both temperatures. But this success has to be paid with a
larger set of parameters, i.e. the amount of information which has to be
handled increases. Thus computer simulations are constrained to nar-
rower regions in the state space. However, if a simulation with dierent
temperatures is needed, the two level procedure is the better choice.
6.4.2 The Probability Vector and Macroscopic Properties
The eigenvalues describe the intrinsic time scales of the system, but they
do not provide information about the probability distribution. The re-
gions between which the probability is redistributed is dened by the
eigenvectors
10
. To obtain the time dependent probability distribution,
both, the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues are needed. For this reason it
is more general to test the whole probability distribution as a function
of time rather than the eigenvalues only.
As a rst check we consider the time dependent probability of a single
cluster in an example system. This is not a general check but gives a
rst insight into the quality of the dynamics in the coarse-grained system.
Here we pursue two ways to obtain the probability of a cluster which then
10
More precisely by the sign of the components of the eigenvectors (see Sect. 5.4).
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Figure 29: The occupa-
tion probability versus time
of the cluster with high-
est energy (lower curves)
and that with lowest energy
(upper curves). The solid
curves represent the micro-
scopic system while the dots
represent the coarse-grained
system using the isothermal
dynamics procedure.
have to be compared with each other.
The rst way is to solve the eigenproblem of the microscopic system and
to compute the probability in the micro-states. By adding the proba-
bilities of the micro-states which belong to a certain cluster we obtain
the occupation probability of this cluster from the microscopic picture,
which is, by denition, the correct one.
The other way is to compute the probability of a cluster by solving the
(much smaller) eigenproblem for the coarse-grained dynamics. The result
should be at least a good approximation for the probability distribution
of the microscopic system. If that is given, we could treat much larger
systems by only computing the smaller coarse-grained systems.
In Fig. 29 the probability of the clusters with highest and lowest energy
are plotted versus time, respectively. In the microscopic system there are
1124 micro-states which has been coarse grained to 85 clusters using the
structural coarse-graining without energy barriers. The solid curves are
obtained from the solution of the microscopic dynamics and the dotted
curves are the solution of the coarse-grained dynamics obtained from the
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isothermal dynamics procedure with a reference temperature 0:2. The
initial probability distribution is the equilibrium distribution at T = 100
while the relaxation takes place at T = 0:2. We nd a very good agree-
ment of the time development of the probability in the two considered
clusters
11
. The results displayed in Fig. 29 are representative for all clus-
ters in the system.
A more general comparison of the coarse-grained dynamics with the mi-
croscopic one can be obtained by considering mean values (thermal av-
erages) of macroscopic properties as they contain the probability of all
clusters (micro-states) in the system. Examples for such macroscopic
properties are the mean energy of the system, its magnetization, or the
entropy.
For the calculation of thermal averages a macroscopic property has to
be assigned to the coarse grained clusters. These properties have to be
computed from the corresponding properties of the micro-states in the
cluster. This calculation has to be performed in the coarse-graining pro-
cedure together with the determination of the energy and the kinetic
factors in the coarse-grained system. According to the whole philosophy
of the coarse graining, such a modelling will again involve the assump-
tion of an internal thermal equilibrium. The usual form of an averaged
property
~
A
n
for cluster n is then
~
A
n
=
P
j2C
n
A
j
p
eq
j
P
j2C
n
p
eq
j
; (115)
where the p
eq
j
are the equilibrium probabilities at the relaxation temper-
ature.
In the following, we consider the mean energy of the system. The tran-
sition rates are modelled using the isothermal dynamics procedure, since
this procedure was the most successful choice for our purposes. Note that
for the evaluation of the mean energy of the system, the denition (115)
of the average energy of a cluster has to be used instead of (111). The
11
Note that the system size has been reduced by more than 92%.
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Figure 30: The mean
energy versus time for a
microscopic system with
203 microscopic states and
the corresponding coarse-
grained system with 33 clus-
ters. The initial prob-
ability distribution is the
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T = 100 while the relax-
ation takes place at T = 0:2.
energy dened by (111) is not an average energy but an eective energy
of the cluster, designed to reproduce the correct dynamics of the system
at a certain temperature.
In Fig. 30 the mean energy is plotted versus the time for a microscopic
system with 203 microscopic states and the corresponding coarse-grained
system with 33 clusters. The initial probability distribution is the equi-
librium distribution at temperature T = 100 while the relaxation takes
place at T = 0:2.
At short times the mean energy of the coarse-grained system is markedly
lower than that of the microscopic system. This error is due to the fact
that the clusters are assumed to be in internal equilibrium. Thus the
mean energy of the clusters derived for equilibrium at T = 0:2 is much
lower than the mean energy for equilibrium at T = 100 which remains
nearly intact for short time scales in the microscopic system. However,
the intention of the model was to reproduce the long-time behaviour,
which is here found to agree in the coarse-grained system very well with
the microscopic system.
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In the considered system there are 33 clusters and thus the number of
energy barriers is of that order too. The properties of this relatively
small system depend on its special structure which leads to bumps in the
curves. To obtain representative results, which can be compared with
experiments, a disorder average has to be performed. In Fig. 31 the
results have been averaged over 20 dierent systems.
The results presented here show that the properties of the microscopic
system are reproduced by the coarse-grained dynamics, provided that a
proper modelling of the transition rates was performed. With the help
of this technique the size of the state space, in which the relaxation is
calculated, can be enlarged by (roughly) a factor ten, which corresponds
to a reduction of computation time by a factor thousand. A larger and
more representative sample of the state space can be thus be treated.
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Conclusions
A lot of the non-equilibrium phenomena in nature are caused by the
complex state-space structure of the underlying system. Thus the exam-
ination of the state space plays an important role in the analysis of those
phenomena. In Sect. 4 and 5 of this thesis, two simple heuristical models
of state spaces are considered: a Sierpinsky-gasket and a hierarchy. The
analysis reveals a rich variety of dynamic properties, such as power laws
with non-integer exponents, aging and reinitialization eects.
Although these examples seem to be of a quite dierent nature, both
are discussed in the context of complex systems. Thus the question
arises: What properties make a state-space complex? The analysis of
the dynamics in both systems leads to the conclusion that there are two
main ingredients causing the complexity of a state space: energy barriers
and bottlenecks in the connectivity. This scenario limits the movement
of the random walker (the physical system) and leads to a slow relaxation
and non-equilibrium situations on long time-scales.
Each of the two examples demonstrates one of the ingredients. In the
case of anomalous diusion on a Sierpinsky-gasket there are holes in
the state-space on any length scale limiting the number of connections
between state-space regions. Thus these holes restrict the diusion. This
is an eect which leads to non-equilibriumproperties on many time scales.
In this example no energy barriers are involved.
In the case of the diusion on hierarchies the situation is quite con-
trary: the slow relaxation is mainly caused by energy barriers of dif-
ferent heights. The resulting eect is however quite similar to that of
the previous example: the energy barriers lead to slow relaxation and
non-equilibrium eects. Also power laws in the time-development of the
probability distribution are observed in those systems [101].
In the above examples, it is demonstrated that experimental results can
be reproduced by a dynamics on simple heuristical state-space models.
This leads to a number of interesting questions, e.g. : Are there energy
barriers and bottlenecks in real state spaces? The main diculty in
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answering this question is that state spaces, even for small systems, are
very large and high-dimensional. Thus the investigation of the state
space is an interesting and non-trivial eld of research.
The basis of the investigation of the structure of energy barriers in the
state space is a structural coarse graining. State space regions with no
internal energy barriers are collected into clusters. This coarse graining
leads to a reduction of information, while all energy barriers remain in
the system. The structural coarse graining provides the basis for the
visualization of the state space structure and for the modelling of a dy-
namics. The experiences drawn from this technique also inuence the
further development of heuristical state space models.
A modelling of the dynamics in a coarse grained state space needs a
second ingredient, namely the dynamical coarse graining, i.e. the mod-
elling of coarse grained transition rates. With the introduction of the
kinetic factors, the number of microscopic connections between clusters
are taken into account. Thus, eects of bottlenecks in the connectivity are
also considered in the dynamics. Dierent approaches to the modelling
of a coarse grained dynamics are discussed and tested. A comparison of
the coarse grained dynamics with the microscopic one reveals that a very
accurate modelling is possible.
Finally a short summary of open questions should be given. They might
be the starting point for further investigations of the state space of com-
plex systems and the properties of the dynamics in those systems:
 An analytical description of random walk processes on fractals is
proposed by Metzler et al. The goal in this thesis is to verify
the solution of the diusion equation due to a comparison to a
numerical simulation of a random walk process. As a result we
nd a good agreement of the analytical solution with the numerical
simulation in the asymptotic regime. However in the vicinity of the
starting point of the diusion the probability distributions are quite
dierent. Thus we conclude that an improvement of anomalous
diusion equations is needed.
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 In the modelling of aging experiments on spin-glasses, a lot of dy-
namical properties can be reproduced and understood. In recent
experiments the measurement of the ac-susceptibility revealed a
lot of new features, e.g. a fast dynamics following temperature and
eld changes. An appropriate modelling of those kinds of experi-
ments should be the aim of a further improvement of hierarchical
state-space models.
 In this thesis dierent methods for the modelling of a coarse grained
dynamics are tested by comparing the results to that of the micro-
scopic dynamics. We nd a very good agreement in the long-time
behavior. In further investigations the dynamics in larger systems
should be treated. With large enough systems the reproduction
of experimental results should then be possible. The iteration of
the coarse grained master equation seems to be a very interesting
way since this technique needs only a simple matrix multiplication
which can be eciently implemented on parallel computers.
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Thesen
1. Diese Arbeit befat sich mit der Untersuchung der Relaxations-
dynamik in komplexen Systemen. Sowohl bei der Diusion auf
Fraktalen als auch bei der thermischen Relaxation in Energiege-
birgen werden Potenzgesetze in der Zeitentwicklung gefunden.
Dieses Verhalten kann bei der Diusion auf Fraktalen auf das
Vorhandensein von Strukturen zuruckgefuhrt werden, die aufgrund
der Selbstahnlichkeit auf allen Langenskalen vorgefunden werden
konnen. Analog dazu fuhrt die Existenz von Energiebarrieren
verschiedener Hohe bei der Relaxation bei niedrigen Tempera-
turen uber einen exponentiellen Zusammenhang zu einer breiten
Verteilung von Zeitskalen, die diesen Proze charakterisieren.
2. Bei der anomalen Diusion, welche durch Zufallslaufer auf Frak-
talen simuliert wird, kann eine sogenannte ,,Walk Dimension\ mit
Werten ungleich zwei gefunden werden. Im Falle einer solchen Dy-
namik auf einem Sierpinsky Dreieck wird die theoretisch berechnete
,,Walk Dimension\ mit guter Genauigkeit reproduziert.
3. Der Vergleich der gesamten Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung mit the-
oretisch vorhergesagten Ergebnissen, die die Losung einer fraktalen
Dierentialgleichung darstellen, ergibt eine gute

Ubereinstimmung
im asymptotischen Verhalten. Jedoch zeigt die theoretisch ermit-
telteWahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung erhebliche Abweichungen zu der
numerisch ermittelten in der Umgebung des Startpunktes der Dif-
fusion. Dieser Vergleich lat die Aussage zu, da die anomale Dif-
fusionsgleichung einer Weiterentwicklung bedarf.
4. Die aus der langsamen Relaxation in Energiegebirgen bei niedri-
gen Temperaturen resultierenden Eekte werden durch eine Dy-
namik auf heuristischen Zustandsraummodellen simuliert. Dabei
spielen speziell hierarchische Baumstrukturen eine wichtige Rolle,
da in diesen Strukturen eine groe Anzahl von Energiebarrieren
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verschiedener Hohe vorgefunden wird. Diese fuhren wiederum zu
vielen typischen Zeitskalen der Relaxation.
5. In Alterungs-Experimenten mit Spinglasern konnte eine Ver-
ringerung des Probenalters als Folge von Temperaturanderungen
beobachtet werden. Im Rahmen der in dieser Arbeit durchge-
fuhrten Modellbildung konnen solche Eekte reproduziert und ver-
standen werden. Entscheidend dabei ist die Einfuhrung kinetischer
Faktoren, die die Relaxationsgeschwindigkeit entlang Verbindungen
in nicht-symmetrischen Baumstrukturen steuern. Von besonderer
Bedeutung ist das Gegenspiel schneller Relaxationsprozesse, die
durch Temperaturanderungen angeregt werden, und der ins ther-
mische Gleichgewicht fuhrenden langsamen Relaxation.
6. Neben einer heuristischen Modellbildung werden auch reale Zu-
standsraume untersucht. Es zeigt sich, da ein Branch-and-Bound
Algorithmus sehr eektiv zur Aundung des niederenergetischen
Teiles des Zustandsraumes eines kurzreichweitigen Ising Spinglases
eingesetzt werden kann. Dieser Algorithmus ermoglicht einen Zu-
gang zur Zustandsdichte in der Umgebung des Grundzustandes.
7. Eine Dynamik auf realen Zustandsraumstrukturen kann zur
Simulation makroskopischer Eigenschaften des zugrundeliegenden
Systems herangezogen werden. Um jedoch einen hinreichend
reprasentativen Ausschnitt des Zustandsraumes numerisch be-
handeln zu konnen, ist eine drastische Reduktion der Informa-
tionsmenge erforderlich. Hierzu werden Algorithmen entwickelt,
die unter Ausnutzung lokaler Gleichgewichte Zustande zu Clustern
zusammenfassen. Gleichzeitig mu eine vergroberte

Ubergangs-
matrix aus den mikroskopischen Informationen erstellt werden. Es
zeigt sich, da bei einer starken Reduktion der Systemgroe eine
adaquate Modellierung der ursprunglichen Dynamik moglich ist.
Verschiedene Herangehensweisen werden diskutiert.
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